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Report From Las Vegas That Lorimer Was Instrumental In Porcupine District in Canada Penrose and Andrews Succeed Madcristas Sack Textile Mills Batting Average of Ty Cobb of Closing Day Educational AssoNow Is a Picture of
Will Rogers Escaped Is
In Reconciling All DifLanding Fat Job For
and Fight at Cholula and
Much Greater Interest
ciation Was Most Important
Executive.
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Atlixco
to St. Paul
One.
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(By Special Leased Wire
Washington, D. C,
ence about "Jackpots"
ruption of the funds

Governor William J. Mills and Adjutant General A. S. Brookes returned
from Roswell at noon today.
The governor said that he had a
most enjoyable trip. He went to Roswell direct from here and rode out to
at " Camp Jaffa in the Capitans
where the artillery is in camp, arriving
there Tuesday. There was long distance shooting that day and on Wednesday there was shooting on the
plains, at an open target. The governor said that the company looked
well and that the camp seemed well located. He found the men in camp
were enthusiastic and Captain Murray and the other officers, were well
pleased at conditions. . The governor
returned to Roswell and then came
hack to Santa Fe. Roswell, le said, la
in a flourishing condition and he
semed especially impressed with the
new court bouse which, will be the
finest in the territory.
"The country has had lots of rain"
he continued, "and the grass never
looked better. The fruit trees In the
loaded
Pecos Valley are literaMy
down with fruit. I understand that
a thousand carloads of fruit will be
shipped from the valley this year."
The governor said that the second
crop of alfalfa is being cut and sold
for $12. to $13 a ton.
Major W. H. H. Llewelyn, district
attorney at Las Cruces and Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Fleming Jones, also of
Las Cruces came on the same train
and Adtoday with the Governor,
jutant General Brookes.
For tne Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $3629.58 for
the trjeasury, from Williams M. Robins, treasurer of Sierra county. ;
Land Entries.
The folowinw were the land entries
at the Santa Fe Land Office yesterday:
David M. Pearson, Taos; Leon Locke,
Springer; Anna M. Crowley, Aztec;
Jose Tiburcio Martinez, Roy; Antonio
Sena, Cecilio Lncero, Epimenio Sena,
Villanueva; William R. Wren, Moun- tamair; isutimio Luna, East View; Jesus M. Gonzales, Palma.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cobalt, Ont., July 14 Every hoar X Washington, D. C, July 14.
X
or general cor adds to the list of those dead, in X Hon. Paul A. P. Walter,
for the benefit jured and rendered' destitute in the X
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
X
Of recalcitrant legislators, was sought
Senate has just agreed to X
Porcupine district, where
from
Deneen
Governor
of
Illi the property, loss
today
X
probably is more X vote as follows:
nois, when he resumed the witness than $2,Q00,000.
X On Reciprocity, July 22.
X
stand before the Senate Lorimer
About 90 bodies either have bean X On Wool Schedule, July 27.
X
Committee.
The Governor entered designated or embalmed for shipment X On Farmers Free list, August 1. X
into an analysis of the, Illinois legis in the coffins now being rushed norcn-war- X On Farmers Free list, August 3. X
lature with a view of demonstrating
X On Reapportionment, August 7. X
by the carload.
the existence of a fertile field there Many persons are missing from tre X
W. H. ANDREWS. X
for corruption. After a discussion of densely populatedi townships. Hoar
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
the legislative organization was turn- many of the hundreds living in comed over for cross examination to
parative Isolation have perished only
Washington, D.
July 11. An
Elbridge Hanecy counsel for Senator days of work by the organized
e
to vote on the Canadian
agreement
Lorimer, Mr. Hanecy sought to show
parties can reveal. A message reciprocity bill on July 22 was rsiili-ethat Senator Lorimer wa3 instrument- from Porcupine
by the leaders of the various facodjay stated
al in making Deneen states attorney that sevene bdleserly
rad just been
tions of the Senate at one o'clock.
of Cook County, Illinois, a position that seven bodies had
been found
The agreement fixes a vote on the
from which the witness testified, he at the Vipond mine. just
House wool revision bill for July Zl.
procured in salary and fees in the Men, women, and children thinly free list, August 1, reapportionra-m- t
eight years of his occupancy, about c'ad and bearing marks of the awfal bill August 3 and Statehood on the
$300,000.:
fight against flames and
Legislative day of August 7.
Senator Jones interrupted to say smoke are still flocking intosmothering
the largIt is expecetd that the adjournment
that he did not see what bearing that er towns In this vicinity and at Norcii of Congress
folwill immediately
had on the case even if Deneen got Bay.
The hospitals at Haileyburg, low the statehood vote.
the fees illegally. .
Cobalt, Liskeard, and North Bay are
The agreement was formally offer
A long line of uestions about the filled with sufferers. '
ed in the Senate by Republican leadIlliof
of
the primary laws
working
Farmers Abandon Homes.
.
er Penrose.
nois, also evoked a protest by the
Senator
Sellwood, Ont., July 14 Serious
Democrat!? leader,
Martin,
Senator that the testimony was im- bush fires have been raging for three said the Democrats favOred th-- agree
material.
,
days along the Canadian Northern ment because of the desire through
Mr. Hanecy argued that Governor R. R. line from Sudbury to Sellwood. out the
country the present session
Deneen had claimed credit for pas Millions of feet of lumber have been be terminated.
sing the primary laws as reform destroyed and many farmers with
August 8.
measures, in the face of the opposi- their families have abandoned th :r Special Adjournment
to the New Mexican.
tion of others, and yet the governor homes.
Washington, D. C.,- July 14. The
had continued to wield power in The fire at one time
the Senate has agreed to vote on reciprocreaphed
making- slates in caucus and confer- outskirts of Sudbury and threateasd
ity on July 22; the Democratic free
ence.
:
its destruction.
list on August 1; Democratic wool re- Attorney Hanecy sought to show it The total loss here is about $260,000. on August 3, and Statehood on Aug
was not Lorimer, but Deneen who or- No loss of life has been reported.
ust 7. Adjournment, so that the
.
Bodies Strewn Along Trails.
ganized the legislature during Gov
leaders have agreed In both Senate
ernor Dennen's administration. The . North Bay, Ont., July 14 Hundreds and House, will be on
Tuesday, Auggovernor denied this although his of refugees-arcoming out of Porcu-p'h- e ust 8.
friends supported Speaker Shurtleff
on. special and regular tra'.ns
The president has definitely anfor head of the house in 1909.
and fell tell harrowing stories of ter- nounced that he would veto the Flood
"The speaker's popularity which rific flights for life.
Many bodies resolution and the leaders on both
led to his receiving sixty Democratic are reported strewn along the trail. sides have
agreed to accept the Nelvotes in 1909," said - the governor,
At the Big Borne mine a splendid son substitute which will
admit New
"was because he had agreed to an fire fighting apparatus was avdihbl-- Mexico without
any further,
investigation of state institutions to with powerful pumps and plenty of aries or vote and makes it prellmiar
get campaign material against me, hose but nothing could withstand the on Arizona to eliminate the obligatory
recall for
and other reasons."
fiames.
Two hundred and sixty men
Mr. Hanecy wanted to know if his were working at this mine and it is judges before President Taft can is
sue the proclamation admitting it as
popularity and his Democratic sup- thought that all but ten escapad.
a state. The House will concur on
Rogers Is Here.
were not because Speaker Shurtport
Fearful Death Roll.
The startling rumor sent out by leff was
August 7 and President Taft expects
and
by Democrats
Relief trains with provisions, tents to sign the statehood resolution
Las Vegas that, Will Rogers had es- all othersregarded
on
as the fairest speaker for and blankets are being
rushed in August 8.
caped from the
penitentiary was years.
over
the
and
the
railway
government
" I don't want to make any inviDelegate W. H. Andrews today inbrought to the attention of Governor
food supply at Porupine is now ad troduced Dr. L. C.
Mills at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon dious
Hill of Dona Ana
replied. Governor equate.
comparisons,"
and in a few minutes the rumor was Deneen.
county, to the president at the White
The night Hawk district also was House.
officially denied. Rogers is still in
caught by the flames and several
the penitentiary where he is serving
i May Take
Up Publicity Bill.
deaths were reported.
FORTIFYING TOWNS IN
a five year term for kidnaping.
D. C, July 14. Senator
Washington,
are
LOWER CALIFORNIA.
Many
coming out with bandag- Penrose advised Senator
Contests Filed.
Kenyon dured arms and heads suffering from
The following contests have been
ing the Senate's discussion of the ad
severe
all
and
burns
a
tell
of
fearful
Mexico
Erect
to
Formidable
Disposed
filed; No. &13, homestead entry 05996,
journment program, that though not
death roll and many injured.
Barrier Against Future
included in the
Thaddeus A. Windsor, vs. Floyd A.
egreemnt, the
will
before
pass
Days
anything like Senate would bevoting
Agressions.
free to take up the
Turney, filed March 13, 1908; No. 914,
accurate
estimates of the dead can be
to New Mexican)
Wire
leased
Special
(By
homestead
campaign publicity bill if it so desired.
entry 013,49, Ethyl I.
San Diego, Calif., July 14. Colonel made.
New Mexico's Friend on Fire.
Huston,t vs. Virginia Garcia, filed Gonzales has
Was
Justified.
Killing
work on the Bar
D. C July 14. The
Washington,
September 12 1908, No. 915, homestead racks for 300 begun
MexOttawa, Ont., July 14. Mrs. Napo- house had an
men' at Tia
exciting scene yester
entry 010736, Thomas B. Calwell vs. ico. The barracks are to Juana,
on
for- letano, who killed her husband
well
be
day when
Lulu Jamison, flled July 20, 1909; No tified
Willis of
and the guns will be placed in April 8, alleged at her trial that she Ohio rushedRepresentative
from his desk with his
917, homestead entry
10192,, The such
him
he
killed
because
to
force
tried
position that they can be trained
clothing afire and several members
United States vs. Ruben D. Zapet, on American
" v
territory. This is said her into an immoral life for his finan came to his aid and extinguished the
filed October 29, 1906.
to be the first active work on the part cial benefit.
flames. He was' uninjured.
Admitted to New Mexico.
She was convicted, despite her
of the de la Barra administration toA box of matches in his coat pocket
InsuThe Amarillo National Life
of
was
sentenand
plea
justification,
rance ' company of Amarillo, Texas ward fortifying every town of impor- ced to be hanged on August 9 next, had caught fire from spontaneous
combustion.
has been admitted to transact a life tance on the Mexican peninsula.
about 12 days after she expects to
insurance tbusiness in New Mexico
become a mother for the fifth time.
with the "understanding that certain
Much pressure was exerted on the PIPE LINES ARE TO
deBE INVESTIGATED.
requirements of the Insurance
Ottawa government to prevent her
'
;
partment be complied with. On Decexecution.
Interstate Commerce Commission Has
ember 31, 1910, the company had a
Covered His Face With Mud.
paid up cash capital of $150,000 and
Been uatnering Evidence and
When the fire struck the Big Rome
III
a sulplus of $135,000.
Information.
mine men ran in all directions. Some
y'i
Urn
Cath.K
0.U.
t v.
JU "
went down the shaft, others ran (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
The following letter was received
toward the Lake. One man fell ex-Washington, D. C, July 14. An in
at the local land office:
of the pipe lines, the rates
in
a
hausted
vestigation
ditch
and
deep
keepby
Strikers
Armed
July 7, 1911.
ing his face, and body covered with classifications and regulations was
Downingtown, Chester County, Pa.
with Revolvers Attack
mud for three hours, managed
to ordered today by the Interstate ComRegister and Receiver, Santa Fe, New
save himself. Those --who went down merce Commission.
Police
Mexico:
the shaft were suffocated as the shaft, Informal complaints have been made
Gentlemen: house and even the timbering of the to the Commission that certain pipe
Would you kindly furnish us with
shaft walls were burned. . Six bodies lines are being operated in an unlawTHIRTY
ARE
MEN
WOUNDED
the following information: Has a
been recovered from the Big ful! manner and to the prejudice of inhave
party by the name of A. R. Costa, or
;
Dome- - shaft and twenty seven bodies terests of oil shippersr
i
Josea Costa, taken up mining claims
No date has been fixed for the begin
West Rome.
in your locality or in the near or sur- Shops Were Closed Today and have been recovered from:
ning of the. inquiry but already ; the
Reports Grow In- Horror.
rounding country? ; We are trying to
No Newspapers Were
Commission has acquired consideraSouth
from
Reports
grow
Porcupine
we
had received
locate my father, and
in horror. One surveyor states that ble information relating to operation
Issued.
information , that such
a., party
twenty-tw- o
corporations
people were swept off a of the lines. Sixty-tw- o
owned mines at Silver City, or In the
'
'
near locality. ' If this party has taken (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) raft on Porcupine Lake in the storm. are involved.'
common
as
are
Pipe
of
stood
lines,
Hundreds
for
carriers,
five
'
people
Mexico
out claims in New
in the last
Saragosa, Spain, July 14. Thirty
seven years, would you kindly let us persons were wounded last night dur- hours in the water, where the only subject to the provisions of the Inter
state Commerce Act. It is alleged that
know by return mail. ,
ing encounters between the strikers breath available was close to the watmany of
Thanking you in advance for the in- and civil guards in the streets of the er's surface, between waves which the rates and regulations of
'
, . city.
The strikers, armed with re- dashed spray over their heads. Many them are discriminatory.
formation,
volvers, attacked the police from dif- sank beneath the waters and the
Very truly yours,
MRS. J. M. HUMPHREVILLE.
ferent quarters and the city was first search brought out nine bodies
UNKNOWN DROWNED
The land office does not know Mr. thrown into a state of terror. The from Porcupine Lake.
AT LA JOYA.
A. R. Costa, but if any of the readers shops this morning are .closed and no , Estimates of the number drowned
of the New Mexican have heard of newspapers appeared on the streets. A range from twenty up. Seven bodies
Special to the New Mexican.
tate f stage probably will be .pro were found on the trail between-Hoi-ling"Mm,' they may. write Mrs. Humphrey
Chamita, N. M. A tall man,
claimed.
and Mclntyre mines, halft a X
mile apart; and five bodies have been X dressed in a slicker, who at-Curry Is Pleased.
X tempted to cross the
Rio
OP AMERICAN"
Former Governor George Curry was PETITION
found on tile Vipond property.
"
Grande at La Joya,' near
-WOMEN SAVES LIFE.
'
Rains May Extinguish Fires
walking around the oapitol this afterX Lyden, on the Denver and Rio
noon with a broad smile on his face.
Alpena, Mich., July 14. A heavy
Government
To a representative of the New Mex-- Canadian
Commutes rain that began this afternoon at Au X Grande Railroad, fifty miles ,X
X
De
Senteno of AngeMna
lean he said, with a Joyous Ting in his
Salle and Tawas is expected to be X north of Santa Fe, drowned. X
"
'
Both he and the horse were X
.Nspolltano.
already melodious voice:: "I have '"'
general throughout the forest Ore dis- X swept
away by the current X
read your bulletin that statehood is (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) tricts of northern Michigan before
SS - and went ' - under.
The .. Body X
' r
'
to be voted on in the Senate August Ottawa, Ont, July 14. The cabinet night.' '
,
t
t X has not been recovered and X
7. That is good news, the best of today commuted to life Imprisonm ent
'
Michigan Reports Seven Dead.
news. Yes, it looks now like early the sentence of death passed upw the Bay City, Mich., July ; 14. Forest fx the identity of the man Is not
known although several wit-statehood. We need have no alarm- Kalian woman, Angelina Napolltano, fire conditions- - were reported to be
nessed the drowning from a X
for the murder of her husband at
' X
distance.
Marie.
on
Sault
Ste
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WHO WANTS TO HAVE
WILEY DISMISSED?
House

Committee Sets Out to Discover Whether Brewer's Trust
lis Behing Agitation.

(By Special Leases Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 14. The
charges against Dr Harvey W. Wiley,
of the Bureau of Chemistry will be
taken up today by the House committee on expenditures in the Depart
ment of Agriculture. Representative
Moss of Indiana
chairman of the
committee, this morning called the
committee to meet later in the day.
It was declared that the committee
wanted to know "who wanted Dr.
Wiley fired, and why."
The recommendation that the pure
food expert be dismissed and the reasons therefor, it is said, will be
thoroughly gone into.
Working the Telegram Racket.
Washington, D. C. July 14. Letters
and telegrams expressing confidence
in Dr. Harvey W. Wiley the pure food
expert of the department of agriculture, and urging President Taft to consider most carefully the charges made
aginst him, came pouring into the
White House today from all over the

country.

Many of the messages were from
commercial organizations, other from
personal friends of the president and
of D. Willey and still others from organizations especially interested in Dr.
Wiley's work.
Secretary Wilson said before the
cabinet meeting that the personal of
the board which recommended Dr.

(By SpecIM re.isea Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco,
Calif., July 14.
"What is the standing of the clubs of
the National and American Leagues?"
was the first question of inhabitants
of the Pribiloff Islands when they
gained close touch with the outside
world for the first time through the
new wireless station.
The. United States supply ship Hom
er, which arrived from Alaska yester'
day, brought word of the successful
installation of the wireless station on
St. Paul Island by the United States
cruiser Buffalo. The islanders gath
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Arrangements have been made to Defense is Playing for Time And
transact to St. Paul daily scores of
Rebuked by Court for Ugly
the big leagues.
Insinuation.

Is

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
JOHN W. GATES
Los Angeles, Calif.. July 14. .TudtrB
IS SLIGHTLY IMPROVED. Bordwell today jet the rial of the
McNamara Brothers for October 10.
Hotest Day This Summer at Paris
Playing for Delay
Lon Angeles, Calif., July 14. John
Seems to Help In Treatment
McNamara, the labor leader, and
of Patient.
his brother James B., will be brought
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) to trial October 10, on the first of
Paris, July 14. Throughout the day the 19 murder indictments found as
there was a procession of inquirers at a result of the explosion which
,the hotel where John W. Gates lies wrecked the Times newspaper build- critically ill. One hundred and fifty mg in ucioDer or last year.
The date was set today by Judge
cable mesages from American friends
Bordwell, of the Superior Court, as a
had been received.
Mr. Gates passed a fairly good night, compromise between the contending
but his condition is considered grave. claims until November, but the proThe heart, for the first time showed secution insisted on the trial not later
than August 1.
signs of weakness this morning, but
As soon as the case wass called,
it recovered quickly.
John D. Fredericks, district attorney,
Not Suffering From Heat.
announced that the prosecution was
Paris, July 14. A slight improveto go to trial at any time.
ment in the condition of Mr. Gates ready
Defense Rebuked.
was observed this afternoon. The dav
Joseph Scott, for the defense, arhas been the hottest of the summer
gued in favor of setting the trial for
but the high temperature was said to not
earlier than December 1. He rehave been rather helpful in the treat? ferred
to the case as on of norniio
ment the physicians are giving.
ities, called attention to the fact that
me transcript of evidence taken
e
the grand jury filled 2'ftn n
ELKS VOTE DOWN
STATEHOOD RESOLUTION. and said that aside from the alleged
iuiu! minion oi ortie McManigal the
National Lodge at Atlantic City Re- - defense only had remote ideas rela- tive to the evidence the nrncAitflnn
fuses to Mix Into Political
intended to adduce.
Matters.
He said he knew
(By Special Leased wire to New Mexican) hurry judging from the transcript for
Atlantic City. N. J.. July 14. The the first indictment against John J.
Grand Lodge Benevolent and Protec- McNamara and then declared that the
tive Order of Elks, held a brief session proceaure roilowed in hrimw ti,
accused brothers to Los Angeles was
today 'and disposed of rountme busi
ui&grace to tne court." That broueht
i
ness,
forth a protest from the prosecution
An effort to get the grand lodee to
and a rebuke from the court. '
put itself on record as favoring the ad
There Is no reason for you making
mission of Arizona and New Mexico
that
remark, Mr. Scoter said Judge
was voted down, it being the oninion
Bordwell, "I am sorryyou made it."
of a majority of the delegates , that
Scott then said that the prosecunational politics should not be .per- tion haB taken
and weeks to
mitted to become an issue with the obtain the viewsdays
of experts on the
order.
explosion at the Times plant where
nineteen persons lost their lives.
He said the defense wished to
make scientific
investigation and
urged that the trial be not set before
.
December 1.
Fredericks said the prosecution
AT
wished to as fair as was consistent
with the duty but thoueht the best
time for the trial was about Septem-

Wiley's resignation was a permanent
board, such as exists in most governmental departments; that it had not
acted hurriedly, and that Its conclusion had been reached after hearings.
LAUDS
ym Investigate.
Washington, D. C, July 13. A con
of
the
gressional investigation
charges aginst Dr. Wiley, chief chemist and government "Pure food" expert, was agred on today by the ma1.
jority members of the House commit Daring Aviator Circles Wash- ber
Clarence S. Darrow, Tor the detee on expenditures in the department
ington Monument at Nafense, said that the grand Jury deliof agriculture.
berated seven months before the intional Capital
Will Summon Wilton.
dictments were returned and
Washington, D. C, July 14.4 The
ed itt his belief that the defense, in
committee decided to call at once
upon Secretary of Agriculture Wilson WITCHED BY PRESIDENT TAFT lew oi tne large Quantity of evident
it wished to produce and the distance
for a copy of all the charges, test!
from the defendant's home, should
mony and other papers in the case
a lenethy Deriod of Hm
in
and to begin the investigation im- Flying Machine Descends
to have
which to prepare. He said he would '
mediately upon their receipt SecreGrassy Lawn Near the
agree however to November 1.
tary Wilson, solicitor McCabe and
Rear Portico.
member of tbe personniell
board
Judge Bordwell. statinc that h
must consider both sides, set Oc
which recommended Wiley's removal
probably will be summoned first.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) tober 10, and it was agreed the first
case to be tried would be that in
Washington, D. C, July 14. Presi which the McNamara
FOUNDER OF ABSOLUTE
are accused of
dent Taft received his first aerial vi
muruerea j. w. Reeves a
LIFE IS CONVICTED.
sitor shortly before three o'clock to-- naviug
Times stenographer, who met death
I
Abductor of Mildred Bridget Admit-mite- d day. The President stood on the rear in the explosion. There was some
to Ball in Sum of Five
portico of, the White House as Aviat discussion as to whether the brothers
or singly.
Thousand Dollars.
or Harry N. Atwood, of Boston, after would be tried together
.
.ii
Tn
me- Belling
OI me MO- ui .l
fuiiuniu;
the
circling
Washington monument, Namara trial date, it was said by the i
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., July 14 Evelyn Ar- flew directly into tbe White House district attorney that some action
thur See, founder of the '.'Absolute grounds and landed on the grassy would be taken late today on the
Life", cult the chief tenet of which is iawn a short distance from the por-- contempt proceeding
against t Mrs.
said to be the establishment of a per- tico. Alighting from the machine. McManigal who recently declined 'to
..
w w ti uvi v
fect, race who was found guilty late tug x i coi i auBwer questions Hsaea ner oy the
yesterday of the abduction of Mil- dent stood and was presented by him Grand Jury
dred Bridges, was admitted to bail to- wun a goia meaai from tbe Aero
day in the sum of $5,000, pending a Club of Washington.
i UnbLC MM 3 tit US
' .'
GUNBOAT PETREL TO HAYTl
motion for new trial.
8oared Over Fountain
The statutes fixed the penalty at Washington, . D. C, July 14. Fol-- I (By Special Leased Win to New Mexican)
from one to ten years in the peniten-timy.- lowing tbe medal presentation by the
Washington, n. f!.. .Tnlv iinu.mn.
i
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fui start, soared away over the White ment in northern Haytl. which is
Juror pell Asleep.
The appeal from a new trial may be
fountain and trees to Potomac pardizing extensive American inter-based on the fact that one of the jurwuere ue uugaieu on me poio jests, tne u. 8. gunboat Petrel
.
ors was found asleep at one time dur
He will return to college nark I ordered todav from
to Cape Haitlen.
ing the taking of teslmony.
jeo-Hou-

was-field-

'"'1
3

i

(By Special Teasel Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., July 14. The
closing day of the National Educational Associations Convention here de-voted a program in many respects, the
most Important of the session, from an
educational point, of view.
Much attention was given to the

lems."
Dr. M. P. E. Grossman of Plainfield,
N".
J., said that the country contains
between four and five million children of this type and of these at least
500,000 are distinctly abnormal.
ered to celebrate. When the naval
A tendency tn una
operator turned up his instrument, he
d
said: "I have Honolulu now. What L,.
tion of inevitably backward children
news do you fellows want?"
was shown in other papers and in disAll the baseball news you can get."
cussions.
the islanders answered in chorus.
Many educators favor the steriiiza-tio- n
After sending the Club standings.
of all people addicted to
or
Honolulu
the
operator attempted to diseased from vice so as to drink
prevent
send news of the coronation of King
the birth of children stunted through
'
George.
the bad habits of their parents.
"Ditch that!" exclaimed one of the
islanders.
TRIAL .OF McNAMARAS
'Ask him for Cobb's batting average.
SET FOR OCTOBER 10.
The coronation can wait."
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Puebla, Mex., July 14. The federals
are now in control of the city and
state but intense anxiety prevails on
e
the
people who fear an
early return from the surrounding
country of the Maderistas who it is reported, have been reinforced by men
under the command of Tapia, the former leader in the state of Vera Cruz,
and Zapata, the troublesome
leader
ar Cuernavaca.
There are auxiliary forces at
in the state of Puebla and at
small towns in the state of Moralos.
There is momentary expectation of
the return of the Maderistas who captured a train at St. Martin, 25 miles to
tbe North last night, with the object
of obtaining more ammunition and
guns. They have threatened to come
back here and renew the fighting
which began 6n Wednesday.
The Maderistas are reported to have
sacked the textile mills, one of which
was the property of the Spanish counsel, Rivera Callada.
Collisions betwen the Maderistas
and the federal soldiers are said to
have occurred at Cholula and Atlixco.
,
Francisco I. Madero Jr., Governor
are actively attempting to restore
peace.
The Red Cross society and the
White Cross detachments from Mexico City are attending the wounded and
hurrying the dead.
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They Went Forth to Battle Eut They
Always Fell.
By Shaemas O'Sheel.
They went forth, to battle but they
always fell;
Their eyes were fixed above the
sullen shields;
Nobly they fought and bravely, but
'
not well,
subtle
a
And sank
by
spell.
not
fear that to the
They knew
yields;
They were not weak, as one who
vainly wields
A futile weapon; yet the sad scrolls

The Little Store

M.

had to mortgage her home in order to
pay the premium of a bonding company that gave bond for her.
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READ for PROFIT
Uie for Results

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

and Drink.
The attorney general's office of
Iowa has ruled that when a man is
married he may be served with liquor
in a saloon even if he is not of age,
although the law says that no liquor
shall be served to minors.
Marriage

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
DENVER BREAD
Policeman Acquitted.
ARY IRREGULARITIES
annoyingURIN
RosSpecial Officer T. G. Nowlin of
exercise
a
benefit.
permanent
they
well was acquitted of the charge of
I
TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
criminal assault preferred by Mrs.
For sale by all druggists.
tell
Stella Hightower. It was shown that
How on the hard fought field they al the
becharge had the appearance of
emption by signing a written or printways fell.
ing a game to discredit the officer who ed notice thereof and returning same
had been zealous in suppressing the to the sheriff before
the date of ap- It was a secret music that they heard, Red
Light.
A sad sweet plea for pity and for
pearance, and if exemption is claimed
by reason of sex, no fee shall be al- peace;
Remarkable Maine Families.
'
lowed for her appearance."
And that which pierced the heart was
In the Hopkins, Mansion and Kier
The law provides that the jury
but a word,
families, Gentry, Maine, has some- sworn to
Though the white breast was
try the issues in felony cases
to
boast about. In the family
thing
where the sword
nine- shall be kept together and in custody
of
Monroe
are
there
Hopkins
of the officers of the court except dur- Prest a fierce, cruel kiss, to put sur- teen
chldren, although the father is
cease
50 and his wife 45 years of age. ing the actual progress of the trial,
only
On its hot thirst, but drank a hot
There are no twins or triplets, and thus putting it squarely up to the
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
increase.
the eldest child is 30. In the' family Judges to solve the problem' allowing
Ah they by some strange troubling
cf Mrs. Eliza Mansion there are five ibe question to solve itself, if the
doubt were stirred,
ALL CASH PURCHASES,
TICKETS WITH
WE GIVE REGISTER
generations, the combined ages of women who desire to serve as Jurors
And died from hearing what no foe- - the
five being nearly 300 years.The can not settle it themselves.
man heard.
I
f
list begins with Mrs. Sarah Henry,!
is 95. DROWNING OF THREE
mother
of
who
Mansion,
They went forth to battle but they year eld, then come Mrs. Mansion,!
BOYS NEAR GALISTEO. j
always fell;
Mrs. Mary Robb, Mrs. Mary Rees andj Mrs. Marie C. de Navarro, teacher
of
Their might Was not the might
old daughter. In at Galisteo, southern Santa Fe county,
the latter's
lifted spears;
the family of Mrs. Eliza A. Kier are and well known in thdi city, writes the
battle-clamoa
r
came
spell
the
Over
Eix sons who are of the same height New Mexican the following additional
Of troubling music, and they fought
who weigh exactly the same. Not facts about the drowning of three
and
not well.
ago, when a family picture was boys in San Cristobal arroyo on July.
long
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Their wreaths are willows and their
the six sons measured and z, which was reported at the time In
taken,
tribute, tears;
found there was no difference. Then these columns. She says: ,
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
in
sad
stories
are
names
Their
old,
the oldest one stepped on the scales, "Those drowned were Germias
men's ears;
and when his weight was determined
old, son of Mr. and
Tet they will scatter the red hordes he was followed by the next oldest, Mendoza,
Mra Frank Mendoza' of Galisteo, a
of Hell,
and so on down the line without charming and model child who needed
Who went to battle forth and always
the weights.
moving
only t0 De kn0wn to be loved, and
fell.
"""
Rodolfo Mora, another boy, younger
WOMEN AS JURORS
in years, who attended St. Katherine's
PHONE 191 BLACK
OFFER A PROBLEM. Indian School at Santa Fe last term,
AROUND THE STATE
son of Dona Juanita Padilla de Mora,
t Will Be Embarrassing to Lock a widow. With them was a young
Them Up With Men In
man, Eugenio Sanchez, who worked
Fifteen Days for Drunk.
for Mr. Mendoza and who shared the
Felony Cases.
N. Torres was given fifteen days at
Spokane, Wash., July 14. What same fate. They were all in Mr. Men.
to do with women who will be called doza's wagon which turned over and
Albuquerque lor being drunk.
to serve as jurors with men when the broke. The flood carried off the box,
Spokane county superior court con-- ; the wheels and the three boys. The
Vagrant Sent to Jail.
to
fif
sentenced
was
venes next September, is one of the Mora child was found the same day.
Santiano
Justo
ENGINE
IS
GASOLINE
under the vexing problems confronting the five Germias Mendoza and Eugenio San- at
teen
Albuquerque
days
EVERY FARMER AND MECHANIC NEEDS.
members of the bench, headed by chez were found in Ortiz on July 6.
vagrancy act.
Judge Henry L. Kennan. The vari- - "Jerry" Mendoza was a favorite in my
conever
most
and
complete engine
Simplest
ous clubs in Spokane have given out school last year as he had been with
Cloudburst in Organ Mountains.
structed. It is just the engine to run lathes,
A cloudburst did considerable dam statements that their members are all the other teachers before."
circular saws, drills and all small machines in
age to mines and mining machinery ready and willing to do jury duty. The
at the Modoc mine at Organ, Dona judges hope a modern Solomon or
the workshop, and will saw wood, run the sprayAna county.
Portia will come forward to unravel
Relie
ing, sewing, washing and all small machines
the tangles presented by these possible situations:
around the home and farm.
Twice a Week Issue.
!
;
BLADDER j
If 12 women are selected t& try a
New Mexico has another
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS CALL ON OR WRITE AGENT,
to
Roswell
the
from
case
other
six
addition
the
in
and
disagree
paper
AT SANTA FE,
A
Register Tribune. It is the Artesia six.
:
,
If four decide they are right in a ;
NEW MEXICO Advocate.
men
six
civil
hold
and
action
jurors
Phone 19 Black.
436 Canon Road,
Three Inches Rainfall. '
opposite views.
In
If a mixed jury of men and women
Silver City complains that three
ches of rainfall in 21 hours in that bail is kept together in a felony case until
iwick. Santa Fe has had five inches all are agreed upon a verdict.
If six women and six men are lock
in two weeks.
ed In a room to determine the guilt
HACK
or innocence of a person charged with
Judgment Aaainst Contractor.
Judge M. C. Mechem yesterday a capital crime?
From
gave judgment for $121.84, in favor of
Relating to service of jurors In the
A.
BARRANCA
TAOS
a hardware company
against F.
superior court the law adopted by the
of
Stephens, contractor.
1911,
says:
legislature
Meets Both North South
"Any women desiring to be excused
Bounds Trains.
Death.
to
Burned
from the jury service may claim exFamily
O. J. Williams, pumpman on the
Leaves Barranca on the arrlral at
Sole Ageots For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Rio Grande Western, his wife and
the north bound train and arrivea at
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package three children, were burned by a gas
ALFALFA SEED.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That Taos at 7 p. m.
Colorado.
oline explosion at Ruby,
Contain Mercury
Ten miles shorter than any etna?
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
as mercury will surely destroy
Good cevered hack and good
the
way.
Aged Resident Dead.
sense of smell and completely derange teams.
Mrs. Carrie Strong Bostwick, aged the whole
system when entering it
70 years and 8 months, died Wed'
aa.firr Comfoxt."bl.
the mucous surfaces. Such
through
Two
nesday night at Albuquerque.
should never be used except
articles
Phone Black daughters and two sons survive her. on
Phone Black
prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do is
Receiver.
Page Appointed
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Judge M. C. Mechem yesterday ap derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
H. KERR
pointed Gregory Page of Gallup re Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
ceiver of the Gallup hotel and saloon. & Co.,
Toledo, O., contains no mercury
The amount of claims involved
and is taken internally, acting directly Phone us, we will be glad to call tor
'
$2,600.
upon the blood and mucous surfaces your laundry on Mondays and Tuesof the system. In buying Hall's Ca- days and deliver on Thursdays and
Bride and Groom Murdered.
tarrh Cure be sure you get the genu- Fridays.
at ine. It is taken
All work is guaranteed; your socks
John
Broi.
hundred
ten
of
Mulqueen was arrested
months.
have
They
Chickering
internally and made
satisfied customer in New Mexico Rainier, Washington, for murdering in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. are mended and buttons sewed en
Bush and Lane.
Archie Cobe and his bride in their Testimonials free.
and Arizona.
your shirts without extra charge.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone bed as they were asleep. He killed
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Schiller.
to- them regarding pianos, prices and them with an axe.
bottle.
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Mine.
Coal
v
Opening
Learnard-Lliof
firm
buyers that the
of
Ra
Fuel
The
Swastika
Company
Milton and the World Famous Cecllian deman Co. will meet every customer
ton is opening two coal mines under
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. '
Interior Player- - Pianos, and many more than half way In making
to the east and west in
rock
rim
the
sata
of
a
nd
other makes.
We
Have
piano
simple
Built Up
purchase
La Salle Restaurant
This firm haa purchased over tlx' isfactory business transaction, not on Sugarite Canon. Both entries are In
400
500
to
feet.
between
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
heart-wounde- d

foe-ma- n

Know In Every Loaf"

"The Best

TRY IT

It

GROCERY

EF!

'

'

,

J

j

Uii

i

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

WE ARE ALWAYS HAMMERING AWAY TRYING TO PLEASE
OUR CUSTOMERS BY GIVING THEM
HONEST
HARDWARE
FOR THEIR MONEY.
. .DON'T LOSE YOUR TEMPER USING POOR TOOLS.
BUY
OURS; THEY ARE PROPERLY TEMPERED.
POOR TOOLS ARE A POOR INVESTMENT.
BUY
OUR
GOOD TOOLS AND MAKE A GOOD INVETMENT.

Phone

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

FOI THAT SUMMED

Groceries and Delicatessen
friiio-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

'

MEXICAN
New aud Full Assortment

J

(tames!.

Latest

Phone 14

OUTING

i

HATS

of Unique Sao Juan Pottery

in Hand Color

Artistic

ing Post Cards.

Framing.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

feilgi CtaEH) QlKB

San Francisco Street.

THE

HERE

j
j

twice-a-wee-

Afni Ci.

CD Ml

k

r.ftDMl
uvimiiuuCVi
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WHOLESALE

YKff Labours

(

:

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Santa

45

LEO HERSCH

45

W.

PIAN05 7 PIANOS

Learnard-Llndeman-

:

:

,

Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

oal

n

v

-

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

WATER CO

!S0s

Wood
Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
'
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

SISaaIfTSwoS

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone

ST $5.00

FARE

THE

YOU CAN GET

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

TO

grain

WHEN

:

LINE

WOOD'YS

RETAIL

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
ATt

IC

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
a"ndRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
.

C

p
3iLL
rirli
A

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

Jesse-Frenc-

.

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

::

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

CHAS. OANN, Prop.

Motorcycle Horn Nuisance.
Frank Metzinger was cited in Jus
tice court at Albuquerque to show
cause why his motorcycle horn should
not be muffled.
Residents declare
that it is a nuisance.

Telephone

Short Order at all Hours
THE WEEK $5.00
Trench Noodle Order 20c a disk

Two Bicycles Stolen.

Lumber and all kinds
of btfilding material

WE HANDLE LUMBER
i Washout at Wlngate.
Santa Fe trains were held up yes- In large quantities ana have every
modern f.nriliiy for furnishing
the
terday by a washout on the Rio Puer-co-,
near Wingate, McKinley county. very best rough pi stressed
Lumter
Trains westbound were held at AlbuWe art thu
at ievTy description
querque and eastbound trains at

T

mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

call
mum
UP

n

.

CHAS.CLOSSON

very test price
uch high grade
pleased to figure on tout

pdmMwI fo make
for l,nrr)litr of

V.'c
o
Ruined by Bootlegging.
Mrs. J. J. Curley of Marble, Colo- contracts
rado, has fines of $3,200 hanging over
her for violating the saloon laws. She
'

BY

New York Chop Soey SOe.

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and

Store.

Regular Meals 25 Cents

The bicycles of Alexander With and
Roy Stamm were stolen at Albuquer
que yesterday. John Henry was ar
rested after an exciting chase. He is
charged with taking Stamm's bicycle.

A

11.

Two Doors Below F. Andrews

BOARD

LIVERY STABLE

.

n

-

Chai le We Dudrow

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work
LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

BASKET

RETURNS

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

at O. K. Barber Shop.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.

Agency
Phone

Red No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 23

"W8&dg
Driers

Furnished.

Don Caspar Ave.

-

:

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Health Resort, 22 miles fro m Santa Fe on main Una of Santa Fa
miles from' depot
one and one-naTent bungalows. In Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
if

housekeeping and ready tor occupancy.
WILLIAMSON

RANCH,

Glorteta,

N. M
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That Santa Fe Readers
Cannot Deny.
What could furnish stronger evidence of the efficiency of any remedy
than the test of time? Thousands of
people testify that Doan's Kidney
Pills cure permanently.
Home endorsement should prove undoubtedly the merit of this remedy.
Tear? ago your friends and neighbors
testified to the relief they had derived
from the use of Doan's Kidney Pills.
They now confirm their testimonials.
They say time has completed the test
Mrs. Agrlplna D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St, Santa Fe. N. M, Fays: "In
September, 1906. I procured Doan's
Kidney Pills and used them for backache which had been a source of much
annoyance. In the morning when 1
arose my back was so lame and painful that I could hardly stoop. I knew
that my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good reports I heard about them. The contents of one box drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that my
cure has been permanent"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound. No. 10 eastbound.

Returning arrive U Santa Fe U:10

p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1,

west-bound-

5CENC EOF

The Froof

The following are the time tablei
of the local railroads :

.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning arr!v at San Fe 11: 11
P. m.
D. & R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east

1--

X

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

Water
$15 a Week

Cold Pure Spring
No

Invalids

STOCKARD,

MANAGE?

Rtribbe? Stamps

Sparks Ranch)

Best of Food

Property, Farms and Ranch Lands

J W.

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old

ll

a

If you want anything on earth try
a Want ad in the New Mexican.

Register.

.

Gil

Sub-Norm-

M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

SCOUTS

Til

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
t
July 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Pedro
Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
10, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
for lots 1 and 2, and S 2
NE
section 2, township 15 N,
range 10 E, N. M. -- '. meridian, has
been filed notice of intention to make
Elopers Stoppec.
Sheriff Cicero Stewart of Carlsbad
final five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before was compelled to stop a romance
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office when he arrested W. H. Rhodes, aged
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of 20, and Miss Aline Ruth, aged less
than 16, when they stepped from the
August, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Nico- train. The Irate father of the bride
las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe at Knowles Eddy county, had stopped
Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canonclto, the runaway match. '
9633-759-
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ing their powers of observation.
TO AND FROM F.OSWELL-Connectlon- s
Foley Kidney Pills are composed o
Warning Concerning Fires in Woods. ingredients socially selected
for
made with Automobile
Bulletins are being sent out to the
their corrective, healing, tonic, and line at Vaughn for RosweTI, flatly.
Boy Scouts of America by the officials
of that organization urging the Scouts stimuiating effect upon the kidneys, Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Ros-we-ll
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-weThey
to be careful in building fires in the bladder and urinary passages.
I
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
woods. These contain warnings from are antiseptic, anUlithlc and a uric
James Wilson, Secretary of Agricul- acid solvent. For salo by all drug Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
'are hptween Santa F and Torrance
ture and United States Forester gists.
Is $3.80 and between Torrance and
Kindergartens, True to Their Warnings Concerning Fire Graves, who realize the tremendous If
you want anything on earth trj Roswell $10.
lo6s from forest fires. "A fire is never
Reserve seats on autoin Woods by Secretary
Name, Should Be Held
mobile by wire. J. W S'ockard.
out," says Forester Graves, "until the a New Mex'can Want Art.
of Agriculture
in Open Air
last spark is extinguished, for a log
or snag will smoulder unnoticed after
the flame apparently has been conINHERIT FEEBLEMINDEDNESS FOREST SERVICE WILL HELP quered only to break out afresh with
.. DEALER IN..
a rising wind." The manual of the
Boy Scouts of American warns the
Chil No Equipment or Uniform hoys first that it Is criminal to leave
Training for
City
a burning fire in the woods and gives
Needed by Members of
dren Who Otherwise BeThe EASLEY REALTY CO., Laugtilin Bldg., Santa Fe., N. M.
special instructions as to how to put
come Dependents.
Organization.
a fire out with either water or earth.
MABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.
Greetings to King George.
E. M. Robinson of New York was
The Executive committee of the
iliy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Rents
San Francisco, July 14 "The child Boy Scouts of America Is planning to the official representative of the Boy
of today is of greater economic inter- put five traveling secretaries in the Scouts of America at the review of
est when considered as father to the field this fall. These men, who have the British Boy Scouts by King
man of tomorrow," said Miss Vinnie shown ability in forming local coun- George at Windsor Castle on July
C. Hicks, special psychologist in the cils of the scout
He accompanied General
Sir ROSWELL
AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.
organization and 4th.
the founder of
public schools in an address before skill in handling boys will be dis Robert Baden-Powethe Department of Special Education tributed throughout the country. the English Scout movement
from
of the National Education Associa- Their work will comprise supervision Windsor Castle and was' presented to
Carrying the TJ. S. mall and pa
tion.
100 lbs.
He had the honor of
Baggage allowance
to
"It follows then that the de- of the local organizations and scout King George.
between Vaughn, N. M , and each
sengers
to
finition of any type of child such as activities and also the extension of handing
King George a set of the
regular ticket, excess baggage
new badges
of the Boy Scouts of Roswell, N. M connecting with the at. the rate of $5.00
the 'subnormal' must depend on the the scout movement
per hundred lba
America which consists of the Ameri- El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Isprobable conditions In adult life. We
They will visit different cities and can
We are equipped to carry any kind
Fleur-de-Llon
the
expect the normal child to become an towns
Eagle
superimposed
land Railroads and the Atchison,
studying the scout councils and
ot trunks or Daggage, up to 1,500
adult who will be a producing factor in the work
of the boys.
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
They will help Governor Osborn
Believes In Scouts.
the community.
We know that the in the
ot the local CounLeaves Vaughn at 8:43 a. m., arrates are given for excur
Governor Chase S. Osborn of Mich
idiot will always be financially depen- cil and in
it In the
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
for
sions.
has
eight or more passengers.
the
of
igan,
dent Between these two, lies an un community bystrengthening
joined
governLeaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar- For further
bringing in men of dif- ors who are behind throng
defined group which we dub 'subnor- ferent
the
'
Scout
Boy
information, write the
will
religious faiths.
They
movement.
He recently assured Mil rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
mal' secretly wondering just what we
Roswell
Auto
Co., Roswell, N. M.
Masmethods
the
Scout
the
of
study
mean.
ters and give them instructions and ton A. McRae, second Vice President
o? Boy Scouts of America, of his in"We may group them according to
where necessary. They
school retardation.
We may give suggestions,
will take special interest in the boys terest in Scout activities. He has
them a pyscho-physicexamination themselves
scout stunts for visited Boy Scout troops in St. Clair,
and decide that those who fall a cer them and outliningthem some
and several other points in
giving
helpful Detroit,
tain distance below the established talks.
will be the representa- Michigan and has talked to the boys
They
norm are subnormal. These, and other
tives of the National Council In the on patriotism, character building and
shown much enthusiasm In the Scout
methods of grouping are helpful be- field and will be
supposed to exercause they necessitate study of the cise
stunts which the boys are doing.
unmeasures
where
corrective
case.
But none of them are based toward influences seem to be injurMany Boy Scout Camps.
on adult possibilities, though that is
Reports to National Headquarters
the Scout movement.
the phase of the subject in which we ing
of the Boy
The appointment ot these five sec show that thousands
are most vitally interested and the
Scouts of America now are In camp
will
retaries
addi
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME
undoubtedly
give
one which must be the practical basis
tional impetus to tne Scout move- in various parts of the country? The
THING
for the 'subnormal' training.
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSIvary from a troop of
ment.
In the last year and a half encampments
twenty-fou- r
to a thousand boys.
NESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU
"My own working definition is this: the
boys
of
and
organization
patrols
A subnormal child is one who, with
The Philadelphia Boys have a large
A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
troops throughout the country has
out special expert training will prob gone
on so rapidly that no more than encampment in Lancaster county,
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
p.bly always be dependent, but who. a formal
of them by the Pa. The boys of St. Louis are preBECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY
with that training, may possibly be National supervision
for an encampment. The ex
Headquarters has been pos paring of
THESE DAYS.
come an independent producer.
the
however
workers
perience
boy
sible.
The requests of boys to be
"The definition suggests the scope come scouts, applications for in is that it Is wiser for the boys to go
of the training.
Certain things the formation regarding the Scout work into the woods in small parties in
man must know to bs
and the appointment of Scout Mas-ter- charge of the Scout Master who has
PRICE-LIS- T
skill In
"He must be able to labor reason
kept the staff in the headquart to look camping and understands how
the
after
The
leaders
includes
boys.
both
and
admental
One-linters busy up to January 1. In
ably (this
15c
Stamp, not over 21-- Inches long
moral attitude toward his work and dition the great growth ot the or of the Boy Scouts of America appreEach additional line on same stamp
I0o
ciate
the
of
danger
;
large encampmany things ments and for
ganization demanded
One-lin- e
over 2
and not over 3 2 Inches long
20c
that
reason
Stamp,
announced
beAt
West
the
that
time
E.
James
"He must know how to reckon his
some
months
Each
that
would
on
line
ago
additional
15c
they
stamp
To help came Executive Secretary the Board
wages and expenditures.
no national encampment. They
One-lin-e
over 31-- and not over 5 Inches long.... 25c
him cope with these necessities, we realized the necessity of a new man have
Stamp,
must give him all manner of
ual, new scout activities, new badges, pointed out that it Is much wiser
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
for the
to get their first experiand
exercises for bis a National CQurt of Honor to award ence in boys
One-linnating games
over 5 inches long per Inch .,
35c
Stamp,
in
small
camping
groups
heroic
activi
for
deeds
and
physical and social benefit. We must badges
also have sent out bulletins to
Each additional line, same price.
teach him to calculate weights and ties. The scout movement, as worked They
out in England had to be American- the Scout Masters of the extreme ne
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines)
measures, time .and money."
cessity of using all sanitary precauized. All these things have been
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra
Mental Deficiency.
tions in camping and warning
the
San Francisco, Cal., July 14 Back
Scout Masters not thoroughly versed
Largers sizes at proportionate prices.
The members ot the Executive in
Inch in size, we charge for
Where type used Is over one-hawardness and" mental deficiency In
methods of having camps sanitary
children was discussed at today's board and of the Editorial board and against taking the boys into camps
inch or fraction.
one line for each one-haheld
West
many meetings of more than two or three days.
meeting of the National Education Secretary
DATES, ETC.
Association by Henry H. Goddard of working out plans and supervising
No Equipment Needed by Boys.
have
the
manual.
writers
inch
town
Local
and
Many
50c
date for
Dater
any
the School for Feeble Minded, Vine
The leaders of the Boy Scouts of
been busy on the manual. The staff
In
inch
50o
and
Dater
land, N. J., who declared that the
month,
Ledger
year
day
America
wish to make it plain that it
birth of feeble minded children was of the National Headquarters was en is not necessary for
35
line
Dater
Regular
the
boys
joining
strenuous
work many
ever increasing and that action was larged and by
Definance Model Band Dater
130
details were settled by the organization to wear uniforms or proimportant
imperative.
e
leaders of the movement
The ex cure any special equipment to engage
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood and Cut ..1.00
"The feeble mindedness that Is due ecutive work of the
In scout activities.
It is not neces
organization Is
1.50
Pearl
Check
Protector
tc heredity" said the speaker, "can
Tbe next sary for the boy scout to spend any
thoroughly systematized.
STAMP PADS
only be prevented by preventing the step is tbe thorough supervision of money unless he. desires.
He can
birth of such children.
25 cents; 2 3
10 cents, 2x3
15 cents; 2
That is to the local council and the scout "'acti have just as much fun, take all the
say, by preventing the marriage of vities.
4
15 cents; 3
75 cents.
50 cents; 4
secretarys will be tests for the different grades of Scouts
Traveling
and be received by the other boys
persons or by prevent necessary.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
of procreation
lng the possibility
For the
The task will require the expendi without spending a cent.
of
the
through surgical Interference. Both ture of twenty-fiv- e
convenience,
however,
boys'
thousand dollars
of these methods must be resorted to In one
CO.
The money for the other equipment, the National council
year.
in order to stop this terrible evil maintenance of the National Head- has arranged with certain manufacwhich is ever increasing.
quarters thus far has ben advanced turers to furnish these articles to the
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Backwardness and mental defi by philanthropists who believe in the boys.
become
have
ciency
The Boy Scouts of Pennsylvania
especially promi- great good that can be accomplished
nent of late years, because of the for the boy through scout activities. are having a jolly time in camp on
change In our school conditions. The For the work in tbe field it is hoped the Susquehanna river and Pequea,
curricula are much more crowded to raise money from other sources. Lancaster
county,
Pennsylvania.
and elaborate, can only be gone The campaign will be carried on by There are many hundreds of them en
of
good ability. The a Finance Committee of wealthy men, camped under the command of Isaac
through by those
social
and Industrial world has every one of whom has promised his C. Sutton, Scout Commissioner for
changed only to those who have pas- personal attention to the work.
Chester county. Ernest Thompson
sed through a reasonable course of
Among the members of the com Seton, Chief Scout, and Daniel CarEVERY LAWYER AND LAW OFFICER
education can secure sulch positions mittee are: John Sherman Hoyt, ter Beard, National Scout Commisas will enable them to earn a living. Chairman; Mortimer L. Schiff, bank- sioner, are expected to visit the camp.
The backward child who 1b not er; D. Everet Masey, August Bel- They will find that Sutton Is taking
d
can be discovered and mont, George D. Pratt, Charles D. unusually good care of the boys and
conditions provided in the form of a Stickney, Jay Phipps, William Sloan, bas arranged many
sanitary and
special class by which he shall be and H. Rogers Wlnthrop.
other precautions for the safety of the
Volume IS, New Mexico Reports, Covering
brought up to the normal and pre
boys. He has laid down several laws
Secretary West a Scout Cook.
James E. West, Executive Secre for, the violation of which a boy will
pared to earn an honest living.
the Decisions and Opinions of the
"Those who are truly backward, tary of the Boy Scouts of 'America, be sent home at once. The boys can
are incurable and they only train along is a first class cook
He proved it go in swimming only during certain
New Mexico Supreme Court
certain lines so as to be happy and this week when he visited the Boy hours under the supervision of the
'
less of a burden on the community. Socuts Camp at Hunters Island, the life guard.
out
cannot
take
They
1909 and 1910
The cause of mere backwardness is Bronx, New York City.
He went boats without permission.
Canoes
local and temporary and in most up to the camp with the Boy Scouts can be used only in safe places by
cases can be removed if discovered.
from Troy, New York, who were visit boys who have proved their ability
'We must soon come to the point ing New York.
Lorillard Spencer, in handling such craft and who are
In our public school administration Jr., President of the New York Local excellent swimmers.
Fire-arm-s
are
where we have special classes for the Council, who was host of the occa- forbidden in camp. The members of
PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID
precocious and for the backward and sion had provided innumerable lamb each patrol elect a representative to
:'
for the
chops, potatoes, and many other the troop council who has charge of
Schools in Open Air.
Three
,
things for the boys. In the course all matters of discipline.
VOLUMES 1 TO 14 IN STOCK
San Francisco, Cal., July ,14 The of the afternoon, however, the boys prizes are offered to the patrols that
a
on
had
off
conservative
who
of
had
the
tents
the
gone
camp
kindergard
best
position
camp.
during
keep the
ners was declared to be unwise and hike after having made arrangements Points are awarded for cleanliness,
niiracT Covers Volumes I to 9 Inclusive,
dinE.
to
untenable by Frank
Parlin, Super rdth a hired cook
prepare the
neatness, decoration, making an Inb
Price $5.00, Postpaid
IHUIiey
intendent of Schools,
When West, Spencer and the dian bed and lantern and doing other
Cambridge, ner.Mass., in an address on "The Kinder- - Troy Scouts reached he camp the sout feats.
garden of the Future, at the Nation question arose as to who should cook
the dinner. Secretary West took off TWO THOUSAND CARLOADS
al Education Association toaay.
"The Kindergarden of the Future' his coat, rolled up his y sleeves and
OF ONIONS WERE SHIPPED.
the speaker said, "will be true to its gave a thoroughly fine exhibition of
Price $7.50, Postpaid
name, a garden of children will be' how a good scout should cook. He
San Antonio, Texas, July 14. Now
generally out of doors, in the sunlight soon had the chops sizzling and the that the Bermuda onion crop has been
Missouri Code Pleadings,
When
the New harvested and marketed, it is interand the open air, among the trees potatoes baking.
?w
and flowers, and associated with birds York Scouts got back from their esting to note how large it was
cona feast awaiting
swim they found
and animals providing healthful
in car load and train load lots. In
$6.17, Postpaid
y.
ditions for tbe body, appropriate food them.
round numbers, counting the express
for the senses, abundant exercise for Forest Service to Help Boy Scouts and carload shipments, 2,000 carloads
Forms for Missouri Pleading : : : Price
$5.17, Postpaid
An offer of help has come from the of onions were
the muscles, ample scope for the imshipped out of Texas
to
tor
in
Washington
Forestry Service
agination and unfailing topics,
first of March. Counting
COMPILED LAWS 1897
The healthy growth the Boy Scouts of America.
It is ex- since the
conversation.
cars to the train, these would
of the child will be the prime Consider- pected that every possible facility thirty more
solid trains
make
than sixty-si- x
SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
ation, large lungs, good digestion, a for the training of Scout Masters and of Bermuda onions that have gone
outwill
be
and
woodcraft
Scouts
in
given by from
steady nerves,
strong heart,
Texas to the market centers
and an eagle the Forest Service. The Forest Serranking pegsticking
1899,1901, 1903,1905, 1907, 1909
east. From these figures,
;";s ;
vice has men all over the country north and
sphere, cylinder and cube.
can
net
returns
,
car
the
per
"Although a friend ot the kinder-garde- who are skilled In woodcraft While
I believe the orthodox type many of these young men may be be gathered. When it; is known
FOR SALE BY THE
car
net, returns
per
is neither sacred nor perfect, that the commissioned as Scout Masters it is tha the
some
to
idea
from
$400
$1,000,
range
will
a
certain
give
position of the conservative kinder hoped that other
of the profits is obtained. What has
gardens is unwise and untenable, that amount Of time to the scout troops.
busithey emphasise 'the most detective The skilled foresters will .take .the been done in the Bermuda onion
to
ness
an
is
introduction
will
merely
them
on
ot
accompany
and
Froehel's
system
hikes,
parts
neglect boys
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.
The to camps and will talk to them about what will be done when present dehie most valuable prtaciplesi.
brain of the child of the kindergarden many things In the woods and will be velopment plans, with onion raising
he obtained, are comage Is ready tor sensory, motor, and extremely valuable in pointing out as the end to
v
1
- '
train pleted.
many .things to tbe boya-an- d
Ii&taage training only.'.
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GOING LIKE HOT CAKES.
The report of the Fort Sumner Land
Office in today's New Mexico is better proof even then that of the Santa
Fe office that the demand for New
Mexico's lands is still very great. More
than two hundred thousand acres were
filed upon in some form or other in
the Fort Sumner district since Octo
ber 1, when the office was established,
being tne sixth of New Mexico's land
The area of the Fort Sumner
offices.
district in much less than that of the
Santa Fe, Las Cruces or Roswell dis
tricts but the entries run a close Tace
with those of the Tucumcari and Clayton offices. ' From all indications, the
total number of entries in New Mexi
co during the past fiscal years, despite
drouth and discouragements, are close
to the 20,000 anark and the area cov
ered more than 2,000,000 acres.
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Many telegrams were sent to Chair
man Smith of the Senate Committee
cn .Territories last evening by territorial officials. They were couched
in the proper language and they did
not insist that this or that particular
measure must pass. They merely
made a dignified plea for statehood
and impressed upon Senator Smith
what he already knows, that New
Mexico from the Pecos to the Gila
and from the Raton mountains to the
Franklin Range, wants statehood and
that the people want it now!

OUT OF DOORS.
The outdoor school movement was
emphasized at the sessions of the
tional Education Association at San
Francisco today. As part of the out-adoor movement will come the school
garden and the school demonstration
To the normal healthy child,
farm
every moment not spent out of doors
is a detriment physically, and parents
and teachers begin to recognize that
the child should play, study, work
and sleep in the open air whenever
The New York assembly has ratiHerald:
and wherever possible. It is the un- - fied the income tax
to
amendment
in
to
be
cooped up
"The present city administration of natural thing
the federal constitution; Connecticut
It is fortunate that the has turned it down. It
El Paso has not at present at its houses.
may take a
disposal full and explicit information "world is beginning to outgrow the year of two longer before the amendas to the standing and condition of superstition that plastered wall and ment is finally
disposed of. The conthe corporation as revealed by its ac- - substantial roof are anything but
stitution
of the United States is much
ehe-no- t
The accounting 'system is tection against the elements and
more difficult of amendment
than
The normal life is that liVed
adequate to handle properly the mies.
that of New Mexico and somehow, this
d
that out of doors. Humanity would
disbursements.
Information
nation has weathered many a storm
be at the command of city come one half of its illnesses if it and is more
and
all
possible time, day
night other nation onprosperous than any
officials and taxpayers is not to be had spent
the face of the earth.
except from the most laborious analy- - under the sky. Men will eventually
on
than
more
their
Thousands
spend
of
gardens
accounts.
involved
zing
Albuquerque is considering the
cf dollars have been disbursed in a they do on their buildings.
of two of its business streets
few years by the city administration
thus following the example of Santa
ard no expert audit has ever been RAILROADS FOR NEW MEXICO. Fe which has let the contract for
hac'- The leasing for fifty years by the
part of Palace avenue.
"A general audit of the city's books F1 paso and southwestern Railway psphalting
Santa, Fe is getting into the habit
a
of
the
examination
with
thorough
eompany of the Rock Island tracks again of setting the pace for the rest
sys- - from Xllcumcari t0 Santa Rosa,
accounting and administrative
gives of the Territory.
It is a good habit
tern by experts would be the most tne fomer an
unbroken
trackage
and should be extended to include
valuable service the city administra- - rom its coal fields at Dawson to the
adequate assessments, expert public
tion could render itseir ana tne tax- - Arizona
On the audits and publicity of financial
smeiter towns.
adNew
same
time.
of
cuts one
payers at the
tne SyStem
map
ministrations have come and gone the
of
most
curj0us
figures
without any general investigation oi any
United
in
railroad
the
Business all over the country is lagthe books of predecesors. The exact states an(i ytj if all reports are true, ging. Here in New Mexico it is blam
me
to
ot
unKnown
affairs
is
u lg paymg
thus disproving ed upon the uncertain statehood situa
standing
officials themselves as it is also to tne tne assertlon that New Mexico and tion. In financial centers
they blame
.
taxpayers.
Arizona do not offer any field for the Standard Oil and Tobacco decis
"The taxpayers of El Paso are fully profitable railroad construction. The ions.
The real cause is lack of con
alive to the necessity for a thorough E1 paso and southwestern traverses fidence and the Democratic
meddling
of
tha
examination
and
audit
expert
a country Which twenty years ago with the tariff.
is not statehood
It
syswouid nave been deemed the least or any other remedy that will bring
city's books and administrative
The chief thing is to have the
tem.
nf anv 1n the Southwest. a change for the better. A
rousing
audit made by a thoroughly equipped Even today outslde of El Paso there and sweeping
Republican victory next
and experienced firm of public ac-- are no large cities on lts iine and for fall is the only
cure.
countants from another state men miles lt traverses country very sparse-wh- o
local
cannot possibly have any
ly settled. A Republican victory next
If an apple orchard at or near Grand
connections or be in any way in- - fali wi1 see gucn rajir0ad develoD Junction is worth $2,000 an acre, it
fluenced and men who are thoroughly mpnt
Kpw Mrin and Arizona as seems that an acre at Santa Fe, un
of
the railroad boom period der more favorable climate. than that
experienced in thjs particular Une
surpass
' '
i
work.
that was inaugurated soon After Got-- of Grand Junction, can also be made
outmade
by
"The custom of audits
ernor otero became chief executive worth $2,000 if intelligence and enter
side accountants prevails in many cf the commonwealth and continued
prise are given free rein. It is need
cities and El Paso is decidedly an ex- practiCally during his entire adminis- - less to add that there are a good
it.
insisted
in
not
upon
having
ceptlon
tration.
many thousand icres lvine around
In Jacksonville, Fla., for Instance, ac- cheap in this section that are
pretty
cuscording to the mayor, 'It is the
PUBLIC PLAY GROUNDS
as well adapted to apple raising
just
tom of the city to have all city offices
Albuquerque is to have a public as is the western shops of Colorado.
handling money investigated quarterly playground.
Its civic association is
in
not
way
accountants
any
by public
The federal government since 1900
to it that the children of the
seeing
connected with the city government.
Duke City will have a place to gather has paid out $1,161,483 to special
6";;;Tn
been the custom
and that the place is equipped with the prosecutors in addition to $2,345,035
.
h
vi i
Willie, auu uaa
j bu..ww
assistants of the
that will enable the to

AUDIT THE CITY ACCOUNTS.
The El Paso Herald insistently de- mands an expert audit of the muni- accounts of the Pass City, Mayor
Arthur Seligman has asked for such
audit by the territorial traveling
auditor for Santa Fe, but the law does
not provide for it.
Such an audit,
if nothing else, would lead to the in- stallation of a modern system of ac- counting and bookkeeping for the city
and the regular publication of a de- tailed financial report.
Says the
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will be given for the Best Criticism of this
Magazine. Buy a copy at your news-stan- d
and read page 12. If you cannot find THE
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to the publishers
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The Bull got busy and with his PECANS TO BE GRAFTED '
,
ON HICKORY TREE?.
friend, Senator Penrose of Pennsyl-viareached a compromise by which
the Senate will vote on Statehood on
San Antonio, Tex., July 14. (SpeAugust 7. "Andrews is the man who cial Harvey C. Stiles, the noted hor'K
does things.
ticulturist, who is frequently referred
If you see it in the New Mexican it to as the "Burbank" of Texas, is in
is so. and if you want to Tead the vestigating pecan culture and asserts
that he will be able to prove in a
news, when it is news, you must subscribe to the New Mexican. No other short time that the very best results
be obtained by grafting the pe
newspaper in New Mexico kept tab may
of the important developments in tne can onto hickory. He is positive that
statehood matter at the national capi this can be made highly profitable on
tal this week, but the New Mexican's land otherwise unfitted for agricultural
His efforts have cencorrespondent was "on" every minute tered purposes.
much attention on pecan grow
"next"
and
session
the
special
during
to the leaders who are deciding New ing.
FOUND ARTILLERY
IN FINE SHAPE.
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ilL
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paraphernalia
tory.'
children- to have a good time. The
"The primary purpose of expert ac
free playground movement is one of
ento
is
affairs
counting in municipal
advances that is making
able the officials to achieve the maxi- w
De"
l"r
vf
mum economy of administration. In
d
children. Santa Fe could do
this every taxpayer is personally in- beneficial than to furnish
as a contributor to the pub- - lnS
around
lie funds.
Economy of administra- - the spacious school grounds
e
tion does not mean cheapness at the the highschool with devices and
of efficiency; on the contrary ment to make it a model free play
'the greater the economy, the greater ground. Sooner or later a gymnasium
the amount of service available.' Fre- - and swimming pool and free bath-queand thorough audits and well house would he added. Then there
kept books of accounts are the best would be no excuse for vagrant
the honest official can dren on the streets, no excuse for dirt
well kept accounts and vermin, no plaint that the children
have, moreover,
are the surest guide to a "wise course have no place to play."
noth-tereste-

T

Tax money is coming in well in San
Miguel county, says the Las Vegas
BETTER RURAL SCHOOL8.
Ptlc and mny delinquents are
, Uncle Sam is building more modern
i,niiBPi.-fnth Pueblos and is ln UP tne moment that they recognize that District Attorney Ward is
to
the
equipment
adding substantially
ax suits for the collection
of the federal boarding schools at San- "V1 lu
VTAttorney
ta Fe, Albuquerque and Phoenix. That VL U,OT District
7v .E... C. Ab,!
to year.
th ni
same
is
the
in
Santa
doing
thing
educate . the Indian is on or near his lott
,.
ni, Fe, and will in a few weeks inauguthat at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, are of
taxes for .1910 as well as
service only if they take the place ot delinquent
those of previous years. Of course,
a college or a university for the Indlan( this will add costs and
penalties to
and not that of a primary or high) the taxes
but the
already
delinquent
school. New Mexico school authori- district
attorney cannot be blamed
ties will have to bestir themselves for for that, his duty being to lose no
there is many a rural district that has time in collecting for the county the
not as good a school house as the gov- revenues that are due
ernment is building for its Pueblo
wards and it should not be said that
The beer brewers and dope fiends
New Mexico is not taking as good care will be pleased to see Dr.
Harvey W.
educationally of the white children as Wiley dismissed from the federal
Uncle Sam is of the Red Skins. New service, especially now that he has
Mexico should have county, grammar Joined a crusade
against the use of
and high schools and where districts tobacco.
His separation from the
are too poor to have modern buildings Department of Agriculture will be a
and nine months schools, they should loss to the entire Nation.
He Is a
consolidate, build a central school victim of the rigid rules, regulations
house and arrange to carry the chil- and laws that have been made the
dren to school each day.
basis of so much muckraking and of
so many federal prosecutions in late
Cloudcroft has sent no petitions to years.
It is a ca3e where the letter
the war department, no delegation to of the law kills while its spirit was
Washington, has not made any par intended to be for the good.
ticular howl for an army post or army
encampment yet, without invitation
Because the New Mexican and Deleeven, the Fourth Federal Cavalry will gate W..H. Andrews could not get up
go in camp near Cloudcroft on the much enthusiasm for the "little blue
roof of the Sacramento mountains. ballot," there have been a few Demo-cart- s
New Mexico, and New Mexico towns
who have asserted that both are
have dropped too much into the habit opposed to statehood at the earliest
of thinking that it is only by pestering possible moment. The New Mexican's
Washington officials that favors are record is clear, its editorial pages
obtained from the federal govern- demonstrate that it has never waverment; that army posts, forest head ed in advocating that which it deemed
quarters, Indian schools, or even head- - to be best for the statehood cause.
hood are given out as personal or The events ot the present week at the
local favors in response to the big- National Capital are justifying its
gest noise, when as a matter of fact, position.
they are bestowed and come for well
defined reasons that no amount of
A tannery is to be established at
buncombe can set aside.
Tucumcari.
This speaks well for
individual enterprise and for the pros
At last tne statehood train is on perity of Tucumcari, but a tannery
the right track. But watch the Dem with Its perfumery is not one of the
who would throw a things for which Santa Fe is breakocratic hold-up- s
witch apd derail lt.
ing its heart.
f
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Large Sample
Boom for Com
mercial Trsveleri

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an phone.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
(Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall at

Coronado Restaurant

ShortjOrders run Day

Night.

Regular Meals

223

$4,010
186 original homestead
nn.rea. S2.864.

.

entries

Santa Fe xxdge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
7 original reclamation homestead
degree. Ancient and Ac
entries 1120 acres $112
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
41 enlarged final homestead entries
440.59.
11 745 acres
the third Monday of each month
ski final homestead entries, 55,082 at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
acres, $2,066.
6 soldiers' additional homesteads, visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cot-42.
3!,n acres.
dially invited to attend.
hnmestead ' declaratory 879.52
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32,
Venerable Master.
acres, $18.
1 reservoir declaratory 404 acres, HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
:
$3.
Secretary.
Fees for testimony $1,300; for can
cellation $344. for contest testimony

equip-expens-

of action."

from page one.

West

WITH PRIVATE BATH
'

Unexcelled

Fraternal Societies

Santa Fe Commander!
5 public sales covering 497.67 acres
No. 1, K. T. Regular
attorney SK22.09.
regular
conclave fourth Mon
8 original desert land entires 1200
general. Trust prosecutions come high
day in each month at
but the nation is reconciled to them acres $300.
Masonic Hall at 7:30
even- if they have added neither happi23
total cash sales 31,181 acres
p. m.
ness nor prosperity to the nation's $37,788.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C,
407 original homestead entries 79
measure of good times. If anything,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
tees
$3,'207,
commissions
as9
aros
the tendency has been the other
way.

ROOMS IN SUIT

Cniaine and
Table Service

Mp-irn-

.

f

One of the Best Hotels in the

about what action the House will take.
The Senate is always the handicap in
FINK SAMPLE ROOM.
this matter. Whatever the benate win
CHEERFUL DINING
pass I am convinced the House will
RATES $2.50 TO
THOS. DORAN
concur in."
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
7.30.
Fort Sumner Land Office.
H.
H.
DORMAN,
The following is a synopsis of the
Master
business transacted at the Fort Sumn CHAS. E. LINNE'S.
Secretary.
er Lan4 Office, Juadalupe county, the
newest of the six land offices in New
Santa Fe Chapter No.
which' was opened on Oc
,1, R, A. M. Regular
tober 1, 1910, tne statement covering
convocation secend
the business up to the end of the fisMonday of each month
cal year, June 30. Hon. E. H. Salazar
at Masonic Hall at
is the receiver, and Hon. Artnur a.
&
25c.
7:30 p. m.
Curren. register
H.
JOHN
WALKER,
covering
homesteads
commuted
187
Furnished rooms in connection. Ho 4 Cold Baths. . Electric Lights
H, P.
29.305 acres $36,642,
'
39 excesses covering 178.66 acres ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
:
G. LIPE HERRERA,
222, Sao Francisco Street
Prop

'

TL

William Vaughn, Prop.

Mexico's fate.

,,,.,!,

...'

er

of

MAGAZINE

BOOKMAN

THE

.
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The Albuquerque Fair will be bigger
than ever this year and it is believed,
will pay more attention to exhibits
than heretofore, Sports are all right
but when they obscure the real Intent
and purpose of the fair, they are harmful. Santa Fe has a good fruit year
and should be well represented among
the exhibits in the Duke City this fall

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

27,-K-

With the Bureau of Immigration offering prizes for a slogan for New
Mexico, and Tucumcari hanging up a
prize for a motto for the hustling
metropolis of the eastern plains, New
Mexico originality and ingenuity have1244 entries
altogether, covering
certainly an incentive to assert them$6837,
207.353
acres, ' commissions
selves.
fees $7316; total $51,943.
With ten inches already
to his
"BILLIARD" NOT
credit, Jupiter Pluvius will not need IT IS A
A "POOL" TABLE.
to work overtime the rest of the year
to reach the annual average for Santa
Through an eTror It was stated In a
Fe of fourteen and a half inches,
What Is best, the rainfall now, is headline in the New Mexican that the
Vincent's
doing the crops more good than it tahle Dresented to the St
Sanitarium by Former Governor M. A.
would in October or November.
Otero and Postmaster E. C. Burke was
'
been
Georgia did itself proud whenjt a "nool" table. It should have
elected Hoke Smith to the U. S. Sen called a billiard table, as the story
ate.
It is the conservative states about the gift stated. There are
men of the South with the Republican some people who are fond of billiards
stalwarts from the North who must and yet scorn pool, though according
stand as a bulwark against the fur- to the well known writers on pool ana
ther agression of Socialism in the billiards the original game of bil
United States.
llards at first was played on a table
"hazards" and
with pockets call-si
One of the most beautiful of the made nf wnnrian boxes. Packets in
recent publications of the Denver & ne tables were. finally abandoned in
Rio Grande Railroad is "Aro :.nd the France arid America tor billiards , and
Circle."
The cliff dwellings, Taos rtained for pool table-- " as played toPueblo and other New Mexico n,ttrac- - &&v Botu poo, an(j billiards are games
tions are given a prominent elace in ' su?ec:ntly difficult to exact, the great- the book.
est dsxterity if one is to master their
intricacies.
Don Margarito Romero and his men
but bifiiards Of late seems
did not wait for the Good Roads Com- intricacies,
to be the more elite game, r Pool, to
to
road
El
to
mission
Porvenir
put the
is now styling itself "pockfrom Las, Vegas in good order. They get even,
:
-- v et billiards."
X
did it themselves. That is the true
"Good Roads" spirit and should be
EASTERN NEW MEXICO
more infectious in New Mexico.
S WELL 80AKED.

Parts of The World

All
Qoyp MoflPV

Inconvenience by

iT1UiV Pwgo Domertlc

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable.

U.

Tltroufhont

Purchulaf Wells

Money Orders,

Travelers'

and afl Foreign

S., Canada, Mexico

Ceaitries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.
460, B. P., O. E. holds

J. D.

its regular session

J. D. SENA,

on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth
ers are invited and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

BARNES,

A3nt.

T

MULLIGAN & RISING

Secretary.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

'

130 RED."''

fhom

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 40, 1. O. B. hold!
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
era are always welcome.

'

108

FALAOK

IAVB

Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Done.

GEO. W. PBICHAIU).

.

:

;.

0. J. NEIS,

President

Secretary.
P. W. PARMER
Homestead No.

,

'

2879.

4

Brotherhood . of
American Yeomen
Meets'" rSecon
and Fourth Tfchrs
days, , Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. O. Richie, Cor.
See. Mrs.
Dais;
Farmer.

.

We do not attempt to say whether
Texlco and all of extreme eastern
or not prohibition prohibits In Rob
well but lt certainly does stir up one New Mexico were soaked yesterday
of two
continual fuss. Albuquerque Journal when a record breaking rain
inches fell after a week of intermit
Santa Fe Camp
moisN. W. A.
Raton is spending $2,000 to put in tent showers. This has put the
13514,
ture
deeply into the ground, farming
meets second Tues
good shape the road over Taos pass
in order to divert still more ot the conditions are well nigh perfect and
day each month, so
' cial
Taos trade from Santa Fe. And it the prospects for big crops were nevmeeting tUrd
er better. The rain appeared to be
serves Santa Fe right!
Tuesday, at Elks
Ball. Vistlng neigh
general all over this section. The tar
The little blue ballot has been given mers say they will have a yield of In- bors, welcome.
L. O. WHTTTDER, Consul
a place in history something akin to dian corn this season which will
CHAS. A. RISINQ. Clerk,
Benedict Arnold's treason.
break all records.
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

PERSONAL

CAPITAL $50,009.00
I

President

B. LAUGHLIN,

H. F.

v

STEPHENS, Cathier,
'
Cashier

;

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

MILLINERY BARGAINS

Hats!
Straw
LEADER

Oh, You

J. H. Herzstein, the well known ing that while they did not absolutely
ONE THIRD OFF
salesman, is here from the Duke own certain property to which thev
City.
later
made
tho
gave mortgage they
On Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
Attorney and Mrs. W. A. Fleming title perfectly good.
This Month Only.
Jones arrived in Santa Fe on the noon
In the suit were involved
4,700
train.
head of sheep valued at $21,000 and
Mrs. Jacobo Chaves returned this $10,000 worth of wool.
According to
noon from a visit with relatives at the
A. MUGLER
Hill Brothers obtain Mil
allegations,
Los Lunas.
ed an option on the sheep by paying)
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk is Bias Duran of Duran, Torrance coun-- !
here from Chama. He is registered
ty, $300 down. Hill Brothers, so it,
at the Coronado.
iE averred, then went to Kansas City,:
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Draper of Wells,
mortgaged the sheep to Smith &
Minn., are sightseers registered at Rickert. Then, so It is alleged, they
Phone 49 Main
Phtme 49 Main
tn& Montezuma hotel.
i
returned to Duran and through somei
W. D. Shea, traveling passenger
process mortgaged the sheep to Du-- !
agent for the Denver & Rio Grande, ran. They were then accused... of
''
is back from Denver.
and borrowing;
the
J. R. Galusha, special agent of the shearingon the sheep
wool from the El Paso!
money
Santa Fe, is here from Raton. He Bank and Trust company.
j
is stopping at the Palace.
Mrs. J. TV. Crumpacker, who has
been a guest at the Executive Man- FAVORABLE WEATHER
KEEPS WHEAT DOWN. !
sion, left for Albuquerque today.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Morris, of Santa n
iThf
m amw nlnre
...
' I. .... A.
LSIMWW TT 1JW1 W ..cafSc
LI.1
i
-was oeansn
r
dui atrenmn
iti..
j oennment
n "oistea corn.
asn
0T
Leo
Mrs.
laCtlOn
Hersch, are at the Palace

A CLEAN-U- P

$1.25 Hat for 50c. while they last.

1CC

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

MM

given by Smith and Rickert, maintain-

a General Banking Business

Does

and Rickert vs. Hill Eroihers. Bias
Duran and the Bank and Trust Com
pany of EI Paso. Judge McFie sustained the validity of the mortgage

KtKdhhoumGctlics.

j

"

-

i

Established 1856.

"

5,

1903.

Incorporated

Clean Up Sale

!

,

ul-Ju-

:

un Watfler

ly

vorable in the Northwest, where the
sPrinS crop is nearing harvest, sent!- -

'c6"'"s
bearish. Sellers,
10

i

j

i

however, seemed
cautious, ngunng that the
bulls culd
afford to let the market
break very far. Heavy receipts, here
counted against values. September
to
a loss of
started at 89

PseQ

j

dis-- :

D

nt

8

XT

1

;

.

a UiXl ail ICCU. lXUining
hilt thp hpct inC mar
....af QfdS Of Sale. We
Still adhere tO OUT Old
policy first established
by us of
f

f

8

Kansas City

Special Price Sale!

Sweat Shop Goods!
FINE TAILORED SUITS
$20.00 Suits for $15.00
" " 10.00
15.00
" " 10.00
12.50
" "
10.00
7.50

'

1

8

1

Lawns, Madras,

i

u Nflw

w,re

Montezuma Hotel.
Mrs. Forrest McKlnley and child- ren arrived in Las Cruces Monday
The market rallied
Corn-Fe- d
from Los Angeles to join her hush- - to 89
and. El Paso Herald.
The strength of the cash situation
Hon. Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas, ' had a tendency to hoist corn. Be- Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Republican National Committeeman, Bides the weather .was reported
as
is In Santa Fe for a few days on warm in west and southwest,
Veal and Lamb.
statehood and political .matters.
,;
j
to
September opened
higher
Harold H. 'Brook of the Ramon VI-- a.. 66
to 67, touched 06
and then
gil Grant left today on an eastern rose to 67
j Home-Dresse- d
business trip which will take him to
Poultry, Fresh
The country was making V heavy
,
east-New
York
and other
Buffalo,
sales and oats were easv in cnnRe- em cities.
nnenrp . Smf7Yihpr. cfavtH
uvu. LI. M a DUaUM Fish, Fruits and Vegetables
Miss Mary E. Disette. industrial off to
to 47 and
up at 46
teacher of the Pueblo Indians at Pa-- ; advanced to 47
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
guate, Valencia county, is home in! There was an easy provision market
Santa Fe for the summer vacation.
BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS
on account of a decline at the
P. F. Branstetter, who will lecture Initial values were 2
to in
nt
tonight on Socialism at Delgado hall, down, with January 15.65 for pork,
Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
arrived In the city yesterday and is 8.40 for lard, and 8.15 for ribs.
at the Montezuma hotel. He lectur-- i . Uvemnni vna
i
in
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
ed recently at Estancia. His home Cottoni
spot ln falr demand Prices
m
3 points higher.
214 Don Gasper Avenue.
American middling
W. F. Gable, representing the Unit- - fair 8.30: good middling 7.98- - midd- ed States Aeroplane Company
of ling 7.76; low middling, 7.56; good
Denver, is in the city. "He will fly in ordinary, 7.30; ordinary, 7.05.' Sales
Donver on Labor Day. He has made 8,000 bales.
four or five trials on monoplanes, and:
Break In Wheat,
en Labor day will fly in 'the morning
PROPRIETOR.
Chicago, 111.. July 14. A break of
on a monoplane and in the afternoon more than three cents a bushel in the
on a biplane.
price of July wheat todav wsiini
District Attorney Charles W. G. from the fact that the movement of
Ward, Judge Clarence J. Roberts and the newly harvested grain to the mar- George H. Hunker will leave tomor-- , ket is the heaviest ever known for
row morning for Mora. They will be this time of year. Because of the
big
joined at that place by Andres Gan crop in quotations, many stop loss
'
and Estevan Bierbaum, who will ders were executed
j
accompany them on a fishing trip.
From 88
for July lest night
The party will be gone until the first the extreme declined was 85
The
of next, week. Las Vegas ..Optic,.
jc!ose was Wak but at a recovery to

,

STOCK OF BEAUTI FUL

.

By spemal Leaaea

Governor Miills and Adjutant Gene- ral Brookes arrived
home
from
Canto Jaffa in .he Canitan mountain.,
Mayor W. H. Llewellyn and Attorney
A. Fleming Jones arrived at non today
from Las oruces.
.
C. B. Stubblefield, manager of the
Continental OH Company, is here
from Alcalde. He Is stopping at the

I We Are Not Built That Way

-

l

notei.

They must be moved,
and nex week we give
our patrons 'an oppor
tunity to buy our entire

uhArp
is absolutely

j--i

We do not carry our
Summer Goods over until next season

"

Parlor Market
and Grocery

Dimities,

4

1

j

1-- 8

ALL WHITE GOODS AT CASH.

8

't.

No

Sizes and Styles to please Everybody.

L

l-- 4

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

4

1--

u

RflMPiflY

SELIGMAN BROS
P. O. Box, 219.

I;

:

:

2

UUllll

1111 I

tiv

Phone 36

;

Vww.v

j

INSURANCE

&

j

Boiler)

1

I

-

(City

j

Real Estate
Property-Ranch-

etc. Renting)

es

8

(on
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'
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Santa Fe, New Mexico

w
JU.
"""S

is. mui 6 co.
want
Santa

For All Purposes and All Sizes.
Work Gloves.

MARK TWAIN FOUND
BEING FUNNY

Boss

John Pflueger; ; The Shoeman

i

,

it isand why? Because

TOILET SETS

Reliable Jeweler

ft.

;

FlOWerS

Street

High Grade Colorado Milling that

Fruit In Smmii. Wddln0
" Table Beuquata and Daoeratlena. 6
Funeral Deiignt
ft
Out of town erdera qIvm miVuI attention. An extra ebarae otOt

rlix

PLANTS,

wa

prawning

wvi

wmvr

VOUUb

I

'

THE CLARENDON GARDEN R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black

s

i

in its class.

p.

Santa Fa, Now Matilea.

SOUEjAQENTS;
...,v- -.

Electric Irttt

POR

,

t v.

- v

"Always

Kellable

DRUGGISTS
Phone

161--

Niiht

Water Heaters n4.Perctlaters

4
4
4
4
4
4

-:-

7 Yards for $1.00

-

ADOLPH

SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

H.S. KAUIIE&GO.

WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

X

A BIG PROPOSITION
Santa Fe Business

Block paying over 10 per
on
cent, gross
price which we can quote to

right arty.

ONE OF THE BEST

INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTIES
IN SANTA

Phone Black No. 52

FE.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

xxxxxxxxxx
LADIES' WHITE

DRESSES,

One-thi- rd

& Son

(By Special lieased XVlre to New Mexican
Tulsa, Okla., July 14. A boxing
contest between Jim Flynn, the fight-in'
CARPENTERS
fireman and Carl Morris,
the
Oklahoma, "white hope," will be stagAND CABINET MAKERS.
ed either at Philadelphia
or San
Francisco next August, according to
an' announcement made here today, FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
by B. F. TJfer, Morris' manager, Just
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
returned from the east' Mr. TJfer
ald the time and place would be de--(
elded definitely within ten days..
All Work Gnaranteed.
Phofe.Red 115

SERVICE

CO.

x XX

X

g

Vegetables

A

SPECIAL, SATURDAY, JULY 15.

Phone Red 58 J

P.

XX

X

Kimono Silks, 60c. Per Yard.

viving, child, Mrs. Gabrilowitch, when
he died, on April 21, 1910.
SIGN WRITING
This does not include a trunk full
of manuscripts, the value of which
First Class Work Guaranteed
is not specified in the appraisal. The v
largest Item in the schedule is fifty
shares of the Mark Twain Co., valued
at $200,000. A relic of the dead author's PAUL
LACASSAQNE
many unfortunate business ventures
309 San Francisco
is a schedule of shares In several corStreet
porations noted as "no value." .
36 X

X X

Serpentine Crepe

4

X X
FLYNN AND MORRIS
TO MEET IN AUGUST.

XX

3CX3SX3C3S3(XX3CXXSC3CXXK

Beautiful Patterns

BROS. CO., :

DAY

AND

PLACES

That'Stay Hot '

Electric Toasters

'

4

at the

J. P. Steed

DAILY RECEIPTS OF

CON TINUOUS
"

a

'

n opcuuty

vi

ainy

We also have "Diamond Flour,"

sn rraacisco

a leader

Ctlt

at

price.

STERLING SILVER NOVELTIES

C. YONTZ,

better Flour can be

bought or made

4

left actual property worth $4471,136.
An appraisal of his estate today pla XXJSXXXXXXS3SXJSSXX
ces this value on securities and real
.... estate bequeathed to his only sur- CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING

IT IS OUR LEADER-s- ure
no

rBUTT

FURNITUR E

R

SJtVW

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, July 14. Mark Twain

Patent

EXQUISITE LINE of CUT GLASS

PAID.

AKERS-WA6NE-

Right Price

that

you by our

Gloves for Everyone.'

. . Just Received
We are not asking unreasonable prices, either
'
out come and see wnat we nave.

Goods

4

FLOUR

Dress Gloves,

With
the Best

i-- z

GLOVES

HANDSOME

Wall Street.
New York( N y
Juy H.Trading
111 Stocks
this mnrninp- - woe nn o aHll

.
McFie rend- R.
John
Judge
0
a tentative decision yesterday! firm tml. TO,C
nln. In th Smith onrt TJlVart 'were confinded toa,ta,aA
a unusually small
vase wiin.-- wao uciuic mm ui l"3 number of issues. Canadian
Pacific
past lew nays, ine case was amuu was strong on the favorable charactier of the Canadian government crop
report and the advance in London
Profit taking sales in Interboro Metropolitan preferred depressed it a
point from its highest price. Texas
Company improved 1
and Lack- ucuuueu
points ana one
transaction, a common flucuation in
the stock.
Bonds were steady.
,ew York. N. Y., July 14. Lead
steady 4.454.55.
Standard copper dull;
pot and
If you
the best
Sept. 12.2012.30,'
comes to
Fe then Silver 52

John Pflueger, The Gloveman

Auto Gloves,

utw!s.Un..j

ered

C. WATSON & CO.

Little Drug
Store

8

85

.a.

JUDGE McFIE RENDERED

Santa Fe Real Estate.)

Offices 119 San Francisco St.

l-- 4

;

LOANS

The

or-de-

'

Surety Bonds
1

Fe, with its low summer temperature, the
average man and woman feels the call to keep cool.
There are months in the year when one enjoys sitting in a
hammock or reclining in a wicker chair on the porch ; or, better still, gently swinging as the zephyrs fan one's cheek.
We have HAMMOCKS, PORCH SETTEES, SWINGS, and
many other things in wicker, including some neatBASKETS,
and there is no reason the delights of the good old summer
time should not be yours. Come and see our assortment.

WM. D. ARRIGHI

'

1

tJVEN in Santa

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

&7

0L

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pota.
Electric
,

Off
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St. Louis Rocky

Pacific
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Company

Railway
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Sen Francisco
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The Human Heart

POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

Store room on lower
D. S. Lowitzkl.

The heart is a wonderful double pump, through the
action of which the blood stream is kept sweeping
round and round through the body at the rate of seven
miles an hour. " Remember this, thzt our bodies
will not stand the strain of
k
without good,
pure blood anymore than the engine can run smoothwithout
oil."
After many years of study in the
ly
active practice of medicine, Dr. R. V. Pierce found
that when tht stomach was out of order, the blood
impure and there were symptoms of general breakdown, a tonic made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This he called
over-wor-

street

us believed we were right in criticizing is in reality one of the staunch-es- t
advocates of statehood to be
found in the United States Senate.
That man is Chairman Smith of the
Senate Committee on Territories.
From reports that have come back
to us from the national capital many
had formed the opinion that Senator
Smith might have done much more
for statehood than he saw fit to perThis opinion, it appears, was
form.
both hasty and erroneous.
Curry and Charles A.
Spiess, both of whom have returned
enthusiastic over the prospects of
early statehood, unite in the opinion
that Senator Smith has been fair and
impartial in all things connected with
the admission of New Mexico into
the Union as a state and the Optic
takes this opportunity of paying a deserved tribute to him. Las Vegas

Not Yet
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
The indications from Albuquerque
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cotand Santa Fe are that both of those
In efli'ct Sept. 1st 1910
tage. Bath, range, light O. C. Wat. cities may be
(Read Up)
(Rend Down)
joining in with Rosweli
son & Co.
'
2
12
20
STATIONS
by putting the saloons out and keepf 19 , Miles
them out. Rosweli Daily Record.
nm
a ill
room houst ing
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4 00
Lv.. Den Moines. N. M...Ar
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4
7 40
bath, electric light, fine lawn, flfty
.... 3 30
There Are Others.
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liedman
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenii3.
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The spectacle of a justice of the
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2 45
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25
peace disbarring an attorney from
Tbonipscn
9 jo
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WANTED Men and tdojs In Los practicing in his court and the addiCunningham
..
9 35
155
42
Ullfton House N.M
Angeles'. Small pay but can learn tional one of another justice of the
80
T.v
10 00
49
Ar
Ka'on, N. M
trade
cf automobiles, electricity, peace holding to the grand jury a well
"7!7!T 2 30
0
i.Lv
Ar 10 15
Katou.N.il
9 49'
7
Ollfton House N'M.,..
2 47
plumbing, bricklaying ou actual con known physician of New Mexico for
9 32
43
SPreston
8 0)
tract jobs, 300 students last year. a rather flimsy charge of assault on
8 55
55
3 45
Koealer Junction
Catalogue free. United Trade School a man who owes him long overdue
05 ....
2
9
Koehler
8 35
68
8 20
llOolfax
medical fees, indicates that a little
Contracting Co.. Los Angeles.
4 16
8 02
76
Oerrososo
4 43
closer scrutiny of candidates for these
82
Ar
5 no
Lv 7 45
Olinarron
TYPEWRITERS.
6 35
Lv
offices at the next election will not be
Ar Bin
Cimarron
5 10
M
6 27
Nash
5 18
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New amiss. Albuquerque Herald.
6 17
5 28
Harlan
.8
94
6 00
Ute Park. N.M... Lv
Ar
5 45
platens furnished. Ribbons and suppm
pm
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
Not Worse Than Others.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
from newspaper
reports
Judging
(Connects at Oolfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train both North5and'9outb.;i
All repair work and typewriters guar some sections of the other side of '.ho
SStage for Van Houten N", M, meets trains at Preston N.IM.Z
Santa Fe Typewriter E Territory are in sad need of a com,
at 9:00 A. m, dally except anteed.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M., for SUzabethtown, N.
change. Phone 231.
plete cleaning out, and the newspaandays, Fare iz uuone way S3.50 round trip; flfty pound baggage carried Tree.
O. & 9. train leaves Des Mciues. N. M- for the south at 11;11 p. in. arrives from It he
pers, or at least the most representatb at 4:38a. m
tive of them, seem to be heartily in
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
The Record has
favor of the idea.
:, G. DECMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
noted with pleasure for some time the
V. P. & G. M..
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
attitude of the Santa Fe New Mexican
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
which has been laboring earnestly
for a clean up of the immoral condi
tions existing in the Territorial capi
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
tal city. And eventually the New
Attorneys-at-LaPractice in tie Distil t Court as Mexican will win out. Rosweli Daily
well as before the Supreme Court of Record.
1

'"

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery

Being made without alcohol, this " Medical Discovery " helps the stomach to
assimilate the food, thereby curing dyspepsia. It is
adapted to diseases
attended with excessive tissue waste, notably in especially
convalescence from various
lor
and
those
levers,
who are always " catching cold."
people
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent on receipt of 31 one-ced
for
the French
book of 1008 pages. Address Dr.
stamps
R. V. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y
nt

cloth-boun-

MINES AND, MINING

Optic.

M--

Sacrificing a State.
They would slay the state to make
a political holiday!
A. A. Jones and those whom he has
gathered about him to help with his
have
schemes of perpetual politics
secretly unsheathed the lethal knife
of duplicity, stolen with stealthy tread
to the cradle of statehood at Washington and wiith one hand have
fondled the infant New Mexico while
the other hand was slipped beneath
the coverlid, treacherously seeking
the vital spot to strike the fatal blow.
And then, thinly disguised as a
friend of the people, he and his band
of political buccaneers have come back
to smile and nod and hire halls and
speak and make excuses striving to
hide their brunette actions beneath a
blonde coating of seeming good in-

At another outcrop the
Graphite.
graphite ocIn a report on "Graphite near Dil- curs in intimate association with "garWinch-ell,
net.
Some of it completely surrounds
lon, Montana," Alexander N.
of the United States Geological large crystals of garnet, but more
e
Survey, describes a deposit of
commonly a crystal of garnet is surflake graphite about 60 miles rounded by quartz, which in turn is
south of Butte. The graphite
largely surrounded by graphite. At
in several different ways in still another outcrop graphite is inthis single area. One mode of occur- timately
intergrown with quartz,
rence is as seams in sedimentary feldspar and mica, making a sort of
The seams are rather per- graphite gneiss. In places, the mica
rocks.
ASK FOR
sistent but ordinarily are not more disappears and the graphite becomes
than an inch or two in thickness. In more abundant.
YOUR FREIGHT
the territory.
Strong Men Needed.
another locality the graphite occurs
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
Although development has not yet
The kind of men wanted in the new
chiefly in veins and faults not parallel proceeded far enough to prove the exwho
are
those
state of New Mexico
with the bedding.
An adit tunnel istence of large deposits of graphite
C. W. G. WARD
hold character above wealth and posssome of this ground discloses in this area, the prospecting done
opening
Ico, Arizona, Mexico and to tb Pacific Coast, via NSW
Attorn
Territorial District
y
ess an opinion and will of their own.
graphite in irregular bunches, pock- shows that it is present in considerFor San Miguel and Mora Counties Men who will make no compromise
MEXKX) CENTRAL to Torrance, Tfceace
ets, stringers, and veins having no able quantity and is of a very high
New Mexico. with wrong and cannot be bought.
Las Vegas,
relation to bedding.
In such places grade.
A copy of this report may
Men who are true to their friends,
the irregular masses may reach 6 be obtained on application to the DiinR.
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas.
tentions.
Eastey and can and will stand erect and
to 8 inches in thickness and 2 to 4 rector of the Geological
Survey at
EASLEY & EASLEY.
But with the return to New Mexico feet in diameter.
dependent for the true and right, even
Washington, D. C.
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Law.
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that
when
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little,
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Practice in the courts and before not confined to their own selfish de band of actual workers in the cause of
come
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Land Department
sacrifice pri statehood has
a clear and per- ROTATION OF CROPS
sires but are willing
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, HAS
Land grants and titles examined.
vate interests for public good, and fect understanding of Mr. Jones and
MAKES FARMING PROFITABLE.
THIRTEEN ICE FACTORIES.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan- - don't look at every proposition to see his associates in the statehood holda
New
me."
of
M.
in
what
it
for
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is
up,
there
what
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why
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preme Courts.
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Prompt and careful ton and worked for statehood
have
true
citizen
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every
attention given to all business.
the number of crops that can be pro eight months in the year of 1,000
For rates and full informatioa address
to us at home the infor- owes it to his state, to his neighbors
tons.
Santa Fe.
New Mexico brought back
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TICKETS
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Hotel Arrivals.
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CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
San Francisco; $45.20
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Returning via
Returning via Portland,

.

June 27 to July
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to

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20
August 14th to 17th.
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Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,
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Routes,

cross-examin-

$41.90
$55.00
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EDITORIAL

1

FLASHES

Said About Advertfsing.

A place for carrots, too,

For cabbages a plot;

I

need.

A foot or two for butrer beans.
For cauliflower a spot.
Toronto plants will need some space
But where, I can't decide,
The garden I am planning now
.Will be Intensified.

GOT THE MONEY, THOUGH.

By J. W. R.
In Las Vegas.

(During Encampment).

Hark! Hark!

j

;

j

-

othat

f,

i-

Beggar My son today is beneath
the cold, cold waves.
Kind Old Gent (handing him 25
cents) When was he drowned?
Beggar He ain't drowned; he's ths
cook on a submarine torpedo boat.
No Wonder.
His heart Is ln his work
"Tls very plain to see.

ADVERTISING

He has a lady clerk
As pretty as can be.

Pithy Sayings of Famous Men.
Achilles:
"I'm a pretty tough citt

headlines

which

all

;

8111-0390-

putting the frills on the watermelon
business resides ln what is known as
f
, the King Ranch country, near the
coast, southeast of this city. This
man, not content with the melon in
its native state, has been experiment- ing on giving it various flavors and
has succeeded In growing the wine flavored melon... He does this by saturating cotton, or some other absorbent
substance, and placing It shout the
sub-rooof the Tine at various placet.
While bis experiments have not proven
financial success, he has demonstrat
ed beyond all quibble that it is possi- bl to grow melons of various flavors
on the same vine
,

ts

2

Mr. Cutting Hints I'm going to
consult a mind reader today and allow him to experiment on me.
Mrs. Cutting Hints If you do hell
think you're been reading a lot of autbrakes."
omobile literature.
Big Ones Get Away.
For all the troubles that we bear
There's consolation sweet In this:
The woes we have do not compare
With all the greater ones we miss.

"Out ln our suburb we have an
pendicitis club."
"Club? Great Scott! Can't yon
to hire a surgeon with the
Instruments?" ..
-

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Maria Apodaca. Luis Martines, Jose Angel, IPatriclo Garcia, all street car last week.Hv,
-

or

Lamy,-N.:M..-

;

Stop

;

MANUEL R. OTERO,
yY::. a p.-Register. Be

:v;t

';

In

at The

iCapMal

Pharmacy

and gets free sample of ZEMO and
2EMO SOAP.
The surest and most economical
treatment for ecsema, pimples, dand
ruff and all diseases of the skin sad
scalp. Do not neglect this. Thev will
give you prompt nllef and nut von m
the road to s carl. Good for infants
a veil as grown pjersons.

ap-

When Politicians Grow Pellts.
Mrs. M. Whom did yos vote forT-- '
Mrs. N. I don't remember his
name. He gave me Us seat in the
'

' ; Only Time to 6top.
Mr. Jeffries doesn't need to train
any more He is licked. The only
policyholder who doesn't need to pay
his premiums Is dead. The only man
who doesn't need to advertise Is the
man who has retired from business.
Mahln's Messenger.
'

Unscientific,

1--4

;

Local Newspapers Should Be Used
First, 8ays Magazine Expert,
In Address.

"Mr. W
is like the brakes on an
engine. They will stop the machine,
but they will not move the load a sin
gle inch.
"Some concerns think it wise to sup
round themselves with their negative
forces sort of protections against the
possibilities of advancement
"As a matter of fact, I know that
Mr. W could not give you that business in a thousand years, but he can
keep you out of it until you find a way
to get around him.
"Get your proposition down pat and
go right straight to Mr. C with It
He Is the force which moves the train
and he uses W to put on the

ff

other similar

BY ThiE BANKER

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE

I SMI

ad-

READ ADVERTISEMENTS.

Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
thera is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
THE

NON-PROGRESSI-

MERCHANT is noted by the

fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that nfuch for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

gees into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches
Guery post office in Jen Mexico

Bays to
,

Either Right or Wrong.
An advertisement la a good deal like
a watch. If It isn't right It's wrong.
If your watch makes you miss a train
by half a minute you are no better
off than if you had missed it by an
boar. Same way with the ad.
THK MU8E RENEGES.

Wealth.
who could sins a soaa of spriag
about the tinware store who Ok,
And dowers sweetly swaylns;
Things were Drum and new
Of blithesome birds upon the wing
"You're made of tin,' he said and sighed;
And happy children playing,
When all the world around, about
Is dreary In the rain
And there's no sunbeam peeping out
An Awful Contingency.
To slid the sodden plain.
"What are you girls doing?" .
' "Settling our costumes for the Oh, who could Ult a roundelay
When clouds are scudding low
Shakespeare ball, mother.''
And
Mirth has gone awasw
"Take my advice and wait They Jostgeolal
whet. I do not know? ,
may dig up something at any moment Tls dear I'm net the wight tar thsa
I'm only at fqr sighing.
to prove there never was such a peron inside a city llafc
son, and then where woold your Rosa rent
There's
just no use ex ttytegl
lind and Cells bej-- Punch.

sued

lhe "Hew Mexican"
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years ago. So vast is the extent of the j
Let's Talk About the Weather.
torritnrv. said Governor Prince, "that
Every day for the last ten or fifteen
nmnne all the crowd assembled here
one might pick up a New Mex(New Mexico fair, Albuquerque, 1890) yars.
" vyer una reaa me neaaunes
nerhans not five tiersons have been
ln all of our 18 counties." Albu- - "Statehood Probable at This Session,'
or "Statehood Bill Passes House" and
querque Journal.
New Mexicans are familiar with.
FLAVORING WATER MELONS
WITH CHAMPAGNE. Aw, cut it out!
San Antonio, Texas, July 14. GrowNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ing watermelons that will average 50
pounds may apear to those not in
touch' with conditions and possibili(Pecos Forest. Not Coal.)
ties to be big melon business. That Department of the Interior.
melon can be grown is .U. S. Land Offlce at Santa Fe, N. M
the
July 12, 1911.
proven conclusively by a farmer in
Nfltice is hereby given that Manuel
rthe Medina river bottom south of this
city. This man is rapidly growing in- Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M.
dependent, devoting a greater part of who, on October 11, 1904, made home
for SW
his time to .raising watermelons. Be- stead entry No.
3, Township 14 N, Range. 11
ginning the latter part of May, ' he Section
brings melons to this city by the wag- E N. M. M. Meridian, has filed not
on load, retailing them for from 50 ice of Intention to make Final five
cents to 75 cents each. While his year Proof, to establish claim to the
the land above described, before Register
melons are as delicious as
famous "Georgia Sweet," he also or Receiver, U. S. Land Offlce, at
knows how to make the business high- Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day of
1911.
;,'
ly profitable. But the man who Is August,

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

"Why, Mr. W , of course."
"Are you sure he is the right man?"
I asked, and his reply was, "He is the
man who keeps me from getting the
business, any way." And I said to

full-fille- d

'

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY,

'

printer left out the letter "h" in the

0

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.

Much-Neede-

Many of the prophecies of Gove- last word.
rnor Prince for the future developIn 8anta Fe.
ment of New Mexico have been
Why is it that many who rail most
and in many instances the reat
are the worst snobs of the
sults achieved have surpassed the lot society
if. tiemhnnPA thov An hnnnon in
2A
.r.n4nnnmiliiA avnOITQ tf fill fi

V

YOUR SALESMAN" may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

"When the Banker Advertises" was
sen; that's a fact."
William
Penn:
"Honest Injun, the subject of an address delivered before the Bankers' Ad association of
that's all I can afford to pay!"
"Chee! Vot a Pittsburg, Pa., by Charles E. Jones of
Rip Van Winkle:
the Cosmopolitan
Mr.
Magazine.
goot time I must haft had lasd nighdt!"
Jones said in part:
Moses:
"Plague take the Egyp
"I believe that the greatest ' in.
tians!"
Tom Moore: "Everything 1 wrote crease in advertising in newspapers
and magazines ln the United States ln
went for a song."
Sir Francis Drake: "I'll have to the next five years will be made by
institutions of a financial nature. Just
duck; there's a squall coming."- as automobile dealers suddenly awakened to the value of established pubit got away from them! Puck.
lications, so financial men are even
No Danger.
now beginning to understand what
City Cousin But, Cousin Eben, you may be done in a dignified way.
can't go to the party in those clothes.
"I have often been asked to advlsf
Your grandfather wore those at least financial men how to advertise, and 1
40 years ago.
give you now my main ideas for what
Cousin Eben That's all right! You
they may be worth. The banker goes
don't suppose there'll be anybody at to his trade paper for his publicity, he
the party that saw him in them, do goes to the magazines for prestige,
you T Puck.
and he goes to the newspaper for
money. No banker should attempt to
d
advertise outside of his own city until
Boon.
A
that he is conducting an intelligent and
1 am workingbeon an Invention boon
forceful campaign in the newspapers
the greatest
will, I think,
of his own town. Then, when he has
mankind could have."
"Will it reduce the cost of livlngr laid a solid foundation, he can bring
"No; but It will make it Impossible to his bank by means of national adfor people in other parts of the house vertising a prestige which Is of incalto hear those ln the boxes talking culable value."
while operatio performances are going on."
A LITTLE LESSON IN SELLING
Avoid Substitution.
Younghubby (as he gulped down his The Difference Between Stopping and
first bite of pancake) Wow! What
Starting Avoiding the Negaawful sirup! What Is it?"
tive Forces.
Youngwifey (tearfully) Oh, dear, I
The other day I was talking with a
hoped you wouldn't notice it, but the
grocer was all out of table sirup, and I sales manager about a line of business
which he should have his stuff would
got a bottle of cough sirup instead.
do the concern better service than any
Judge.
other but somehow he could not get
"next" to the right person.
WHEEL8 IN HI3 HEAD.
As I happened to know something
about this concern, I asked him whom
he had seen.

,,..

'

ill

lack-lust-

The problem of the back yard la,
I state it for a fact,
To make it put. to shame, for work
A forty acre tract,
Fn crowding vegetables In,
I've Jammed 'em side by side,
lily garden, you can bet your Ufa,
Will be intensified.

The dogs do bark!
The soldiers are coming to town,
Not in rags, but awful jags,
And all in soldier's brown.
Aqui Tambien.
All men are not homeless, but some
are home less than others. "No man
can serve two masters," is the Scrip
Newspaper Commodity.
Every line in a newspaper costs tural injunction against polygamy.
If it is to Ex.
Its publisher something.
benefit some individual, he may fairA Warm Seat.
The reason "the boy Btood on the
ly expect to pay something. You don't
go into a grocery and expect the pro deck," is because it was too hot to
prietor to hand you out ten pounds sit down.
of sugar for nothirg, even though the
Like Molasses.
An angel couldn't be half as good
grocer may be a personal friend and
the gift not a large one. If the bene as a man in love declares he will be
ficiary of advertising does not pay after he is married to the girl of his
for it, the proprietor has to settle the choice.
bill. Nevertheless, many people can
Sad, But True.
not, seem to learn that a newspaper
It was said in the old days that the
its
space,
expenses by renting
pays
only time the mail ever arrived on'
and that it is as much entitled to time in Santa Fe was when it was
collect rent for every day that space chased by the Indians.
We wish
is occupied as you are for the house some Indians would go after the San
you rent to a tenant. Most newspapers ta Fe and a few other railroads comexpect to treat religious and philan- ing into the city.
thropic enterprises liberally, yet in Women are the Same In all Countries,
"It takes a Japanese girl 13 hours
spite of this many of these enterprises expect the paper to give them to dress for a party." News Item.
space rent free, while they carry Judging from the time some of our
jod printing 10 some uiuei ouup. v - American women take to dress we
believe we are just as good Christ- draw tne conclusion that most of
ians and just as generous as the,tnem must De kln to tne Japg
average merchant on the street, we,
Man yy!th Bramg,
cannot understand, tnereiore, wny we
A Denver man has willed $10,000
to
are repeatedly besought
give awayjt0 a gjri wno rerugeji to marry him
our goods, Dy people wno never iuiuk. yearg ag0 ."News Item. Some men
of begging cream from the milkman, EVr forget a kindness,
or coffee from the grocer. New Mex- Smart Set.
t
ico iews.
r
she: "People do not often marry
their first love."
Prophecies mat Are Being pumnea.) He. N0( not often At leagt not
H. B. Hening, secretary oi tne New more thtin once
Ex.
Mexico Bureau of Immigration is ini
Doeg (t Apply?
receipt oi a ioiaer issuea Dy me oau-- i Mucn amugement was caused in the
ta Fe railroad in 1891, Just 20 years- local pogt offlce hy a letter addregged
ago. The folder comprises two ad- t0 a popuiar y0Ung man of this city
dresses aeiiverea oy won. i
whose first name is Steward. An "e'
lord wince, at mat time governor oi took the pIace of tne ar ln tne
New Mexico. It is printed in tne mosi name
.
typographical form of
approved
,
B
those days, dui mases a very yum j A young Cnlcag0 C0Uple are plancomparison witn tne average coming t0 get marrled In an aeroplane
mercial circular of today.
while it is in action.
They will no
Tne DOOKiet aeais in giowing leima ArmM -- nm rtnw in aarth ltll lnlt.
of the resources and possibilities
is, to the sad responsibilities of
tne empire "or imperial aimensiuuo married life.
whose area is almost "precisely thati
A
ana ireiauu; A nromlnpnt philosopher.
Oi England. SCOtiana,.
vminer man nf thfa nitv
combined."
The addresses were de- waa recently heard t0 remark that lf
livered at the annual territorial fair he evef propo8ed to a gjrlj and gne
in tms city m September, isjju, aim m laugbed at him when he did so, he
1891. and deal with "The Present
Vo .tHWtl
hor w.
and Future of New Mexico." "Aland doubt hag the correct jmpreBgion oi
oi prosperity ana nappineas,
,arried life, that It 1b no Inke.
Wood cut illustrations of
spectively.
Printer's Mistake.
Montezuma
an Indian Pueblo, the
A Texas paper, in a recent issue,
moun
fnllrtwinflr
a hi or roMnttnn vtvan in
hotel, a view in the Glorleta
Governor Colquitt came out with the
tains, and a picture oi two
vue uuuuieu . j, ,
accompany tne texi.
h
..fVOPT,nr rini.
thousand coDies of the folder were Quitt Thanked," but unluckily
the

distributed.

Competition makes good ad- vertising necessary.
an
advertisement
Making
truthful is making an advertise- ment strong.
Put into the morgue every
lost piece of stiff and formal
and
piece of liters- ture you have out. It's a ghast-l- y
economy to send out poor lit- erature, just because It isn't all
used upAjudlcious Advertising.
It is the last pound of steam
used that puts In motion the
tralnof oars. Likewise It Is the
piling up of arguments and information
about your bank,
through continuous advertising,
that finally brings In the customer. The Bank Advertiser.
The merchant who does not
advertise virtually says that his
judgment Is better than that of
the ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the
strong and successful men In his
He attacks the
field of activity.
common sense of the business
world. Advertising World.
It takes a rich man to draw a
check, a pretty girl to draw attention, a horse to draw a cart,
a porous plaster to draw the
skin, a toper to draw a cork, a
free lunch to draw a crowd and
an advertisement in your home
paper to draw trade. Send in
your ad. for the drawing.
"Some Pitfalls of Advertising,"
Missoula (Mont.) Herald.
Granted that the misrepresentations are slight and the article advertised one of merit, it
must be remembered that the
average man would sooner give
away a dollar than think he has
been gulled out of 25 cents. We
want to talk advertising with
firms who are manufacturing
good articles that have the repeat quality In them. George
Batten company.

GLEANINGS BY A RUSTY PEN

J

Good Advertising,
Rev. Frank Leslie, formerly Y. M,
C. A. man, will lecture on the court
house square next Sunday evening
at 8:00 o'clock on the subject: "Two
days trip to Santa Fe, the Capital.
The public is cordially invited to hear
this interesting and instructive lec
ture. Roswell Daily Record".

GARDENING,

A little patch for onions,
A little patch for peas,
A patch for early lettuce
And hardy radishes;
A place for corn, a place for beats
Not over two feet wide.
My gardening this year you see,
Must be intensified.

I suppose, never see the place, but are
Cut the Weeds.
Santa Fe, X. M., July 13, 1911.
waiting for increased prices for real
Xow I desire to ask if there
To the Editor The present Mayor estate.
deserves great credit for his exert- is any law that will compel these
ions, in Improving and beautifying careless people to make the necessary
our city, and with the aid of our prop- improvements to keep pace With the
all around
erty owners mucn good can be ac- other improvements
The upper part of them? Right across the street from
complished.
Palace avenue from the Sptij corner the. Cienega is the property of the
'to the arroyd can hardly be much Itn GOOd Sisters of Charity; a few years
Looking east from said ago that property was as bare as the
proved.
corner, one would be inclined to think street, but it is now one of the beauty
he was in a forest, the trees are in spots of the city, of which we are all
such fine condition, but before you proud. I know I voice the sentireach there, you come to the worst ments of all the residents on Palace
kept spot in the entire city, to wit, avenue when I say that the Cienega is
what is called the cienega. It is over- a disgrace to the city, and if it is at
grown with dandelions and other un- al possible the absentee owners should
sightly weeds, and not only are be compelled to improve their propthese nasty things inside of the hor- erty. Sincerely and earnestly hoping
rible fence but they are growing out that something can be done to comover the sidewalk, to the annoyance pel said owners to improve that blight
of pedestrians, and especially of the on the city.
I understand
ladies.
that said I am your for beautifying the city,
Cienega is owned by absentees, who,
A. L. MORRISON.
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No. 4

Andrews "Cash" no.

GROCERY, BAKERY and MARKET.
I

X

XX XX

in and is 48
Thatha been
vi RRFin
viliv hours old whenshipped
you get it or would

25c

night
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on
hand. Phone Black 188.
Saloonmen Raise Campaign Fund
The 114 saloon owners of El Paso have
each Eubscribed $50 to a campaign
fund to fight prohibition in Texas.
Died of Black Smallpox Charles
Savage, known throughout the western sporting world as "Kid" Savage,
died at Juarez yesterday of black
smallpox.
Arrested for Pistol Toting

and you will find that we are there with the Goods

6 LOAVES FOR 25 CENTS.

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals,

arrested Rafael Salinas
at El Paso for carrying a pistol.
Train From South Late. A washout west of Albuquerque, again de

PHONE

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
IN

' GOLD

We recommend Waltham Watches
because we believe them to be
the
best.
Our stock offers a wide assortment of

AND SILVER

good

It will
Pffit yon
constitutes

S.

"It's Time You Owned a Waltham."
'c wi!l show you the
exquisitely thin model Wahhams of
liie Colonial Series and will

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

rame the Waltham movement
lest suited to your requite
ments.

layed Santa Fe train' No. 10 today.
It was reported five hours late. A
stub was run from Albuquerque and
reached here on time.
Lucia's Broken
Romance (Pathe)
American Drama.
Wild Rumor. A wild rumor reached Santa Fe today that Will Rogers
has escaped from the territorial penitentiary, where he was serving a
term for kidnapping Waldo Rogers,
his nephew. The report is without
foundation.
The Herders, (Selig), a tale of the
far west.
Southwestern Suit
Suit Against
was filed against the El Paso & Southwestern at El Paso for $4,090.82 damages to a shipment of cattle made by
J. F. Kilburn.
Don't Miss Those Good Pictures
at the Elks tonight. The best yet.
We are offering a well located, five
room dwelling at a bargain. If you
are looking for a borne or an Investment it will pay you to enquire about
this Room No. 8 Capital City Bank
Eldg. Phone Black No. 52.
The Temperature The range in
temperature was 58 to 73 and the average relative humidity was 78 per
cent. The precipitation for the 24
hours ending at 6 a. m. today was
0.43 of an. inch of rain. Yesterday

flWfT

HAYWARD'S

4
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was a cloudy day with a steady rain
and there is no one complaining of
dust today.
Have a look at the windows of
Seligman Brothers, they have dressed their windows
with a line of
beautiful summer goods, all going
at cost. Special sale for one week.
Grasp the opportunity.
Another Vitagraph at the Elks
"When a man marries his

.
WOMAN SUFFRAGISTS
GARIBALDI BEATS TEN
SING THEIR SPEECHES.
EXPERTS AT SHOOTING.

Mexican!
Special Leased Wire
Time iff Half (Br
Lon Angeles, Calif., July 14. WomHour's Rapid Fire Test at Coney
an suffragists who wefte informed a
Island.
day or two ago that they could not
conduct their "doughnut campaigns"
(By Special Leased Tnre to New Mexican in the
city park if they delivered
New York, N. Y, July 14. General
"vote for women" speeches, got
leadone
of the insurgent
Garibaldi,
the
by
ers in the Mexican revolution, went around their prohibitive toordinance
music and
speeches
troubles begin"
putting
to Coney Island last night and provNew Meat Market Hayward's, the ed that he could outshoot any man singing them.
The opening of the "doughnut camplace you get the price, the quality at the resort.
paign," as their picnic meetings are
and th eservice. Try it.
The general was accompanied
by called, occurred in Hollenback park
Small Blaze at 9 a. m. The alarm four Mexicans. After he had. Seen under
auspices of the Wage Earning
of fire at 9 o'clock this morning was Coney Island from one end to the Womans
suffrage League. It was in
turned in by Dr. A. J. Casner, the other, he announced that he would effect a defiance
of the Police and
was
due to a curtain like to see if his rifle aim was as Park Board.
dentist, and
catching fire In his office. The cause good in this country as it was In
The women served doughnuts and
was supposed to be due to gasoline. Mexico. For half an hour the general tea and under the
leadership of Mrs.
Dr. Casner threw the burning curtain shot without a miss. Ten New York Frances a
Noel, sang their pleas for
cut of the window and bystandeis professionals tried their skill against enfranchisement to the men guests.
kicked them into the miniature lake jhim and were beaten.
The women expressed today their bewhich stood in the street and settled
"That's the way all the Insurgents lief that while speeches may be forthe fire. The noise of the fire bell Mn Mexico shoot," said Garibaldi. "We bidden, music
pleas for votes in the
attracted a large crowd to the Plaza. jhave been taught to do it since we city parks are not to be considered
When a Man's Married, his troubles were children."
cause for arrest.
begin (Vit.). A bright comedy of
j
bright bits and Brilliant Hits.
do the work. Fan
Let gasoline
cheaper than manual labor and it'
never gets tired. Read Frank Gorm- ley's advertisement.Carnegie Gives a Library James
Bertram, secretary of Andrew CarneSeparate Colors or Mixed to" Quantities to Suit.
gie, has notified the town of Pecos,
Mail Orders Given Careful Attention.
Texas, that Carnegie has given $10,000
for a public library at that point if
the city furnishes the site for the
building and the books and guarantees
-:
405 PALACE AVE
Phone, Black 204.
the maintenance of the library.
Please Try and duplicate the ser--j
penture grepe offered by Adolph Se--j
ligman Dry Goods Company, then you
will probably realize what their specials mean. See the 'advertisement
Did Not Miss a Single

t,

--

'

j

j

SWEET PEAS
JAMES C. McCON VERY,
:-

'

Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal and Lamb
We have just received a nice bunch of FED MUTTON and are giving
our customers the benefit of our buying.

Come in and talk watch with
us.
1
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M.

Only the Best in MEATS at your Sundav din"
ner at prices that are all right.

FILIGREE

Waltham Watches
ll Sv. b'!ngexpIaiaU wh"
"'"

XX.XXX XX

X

Any article in our South Window
at Goebels.
Change of Pictures at the Elks to-

you rather phone ANDREWS and get a loaf that is warm
when it reaches your home, if by so doing you can get better
BREAD and at the same price ?
HOME INDUSTRY

UP.

For New Mexico Generally
cloudy with local showers to- night or Saturday;' riot much
change in temperature.

WHAT WOULD YOU RATHER HAVE,

OAF OF

Patronize

ROUND

FE XEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, N.

3SXSXSS3SXJtJS
Santa Fe, X. M, July 14, 1911.
X

A

DAILY

Si XT A

have a complete line of
Union Lock Poultry Fence,
Poultry Yard Gates and Galvanized
Netting Staples

WE

ARBITRATION IS NOW
CIRCLING THE WORLD.

,(By Special Leased Wire to Iew Mexican)
Legs Mutton 15c lb.
London, July 14. A revised
Mutton Stew, 3 lbs. for 25c.
treaty was signed In London
Mutton Chops, Shoulder, 2 lbs. for 25c.
yesterday. The fourth clause corroborates the Associated Press forecast
Loin Mutton Chops, 2 lbs. for 35c.
from Tokio, July 11, in whichi it was
said that Greata Britain proposed to
POTATOES are so high that we are going to
VFflFTARI
modify, the clause providing mutual
Anglo-Japanes- e

which we will be very glad to show
you and explain as to different
heights, weights, prices, etc.

LUL I AD1X3

sell other Vegetables cheap to help out. Don't assistance in the event of war, making
pay 5 cents for the small bunches that you get now, for you can get the provisions inapplicable in the Union Lock
evnt that either part to the agreement
new Vegetables at
the cost.
whom
-

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

one-four-

TURNIPS,
BEETS,

Dealer in New and Second Hand

Lettuce Heads, fine,

HIGHEST GASH PRICE

New and Second

Hand

TIT
FPI
" ."W

seXS

2

was fighting a nation with
other had concluded a general
tration treaty.

8 lbs. for

25c

CABBAGE,
ONIONS,

Furniture, Queenswarejiii'ware, Carpets,
Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

th

AWFUL

Green Beans, 4 lbs. for 25c.

bunches for 5c.

.
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THE FLAMES.

(Continued from Pace one.)
event that either part to the agreement

ent but Berryviiie, a namiet near vanderbilt, is said to have been almost

IS OUR MOTTO.
PHONE

is a Real Poultry Fence and a Money Saver

arbi-

S0ME FINE BANANAS, ORANGES LEMONS, ETC., greatly improved in northern Michiand tho price is right.
gan today. Tawas, Onaway, and Tow
er are reported to be safe for the pres- -

"QUALITY AND QUANTITY"

Goods Sold on Easy Payments

AGAINST
FIGHT

the

HAYUfflRn
Mill IIIIIIU

sU

MflRKFTpHOME
I

92

wipea out.
No additonal loss of life probably
will be reported, the total of deaths
remaining at seven. Oscada and Au
Sable are to be rebuilt as one village.

j

j

gTTTHaXfen
FOR SALE BY

Snta Fe

H

ardware

& Supply Co.

The Bi fir Store Shirt Waist Sale
Saturday , July 8, is Our Lucky Day
This is the Greatest Shirt Waist Sale you ever saw,
unless you have attended the Shirt Waist Sales we have held
heretofore.
HAT A CHANCE!

HERE'S THE SITUATION
WE HAVE TOO MANY SHIRT WAISTS and we want to
clean them out tg make room for Fall line. We won't carry
them over, for We simply won't that's all; and we are going to
sell them at wholesale prices, as prices are
ANY
PMC
no object, and are going to close them out at
Comejin and take your pick

0

but act quickly. The Shirt waist you buy will do you splendid service for this season, and

will be right for next season.
The deputation of this store WILL BE YOUR GUARANTEE that everything is as represented.
;

